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The Lancet Scolds Those Claiming "Pandemic Of The
Unvaccinated"

BY TYLER DURDEN WEDNESDAY, DEC 15, 2021 - 04:07 AM
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Long before the vast majority of Omicron cases were among the vaccinated, and before
CDC Director Rochelle Walensky admitted in early October that the Covid-19 vaccine
does not prevent transmission, public officials, MSM pundits, and coffee shop
doctors across the land were spouting insidious propaganda designed to shame people
into taking the jab.

That this is a 'pandemic of the unvaccinated.'

The phrase implies that the vaccine was a panacea against Covid-19, and anyone who
refused to take it wasn't just part of the problem... but an irresponsible idiot who doesn't
follow the science.

In a late November note, The Lancet published a letter from Günter Kampf, a prolific
researcher at the University of Griefswald in Germany.

In it, Kampf absolutely excoriates those calling this a "pandemic of the unvaccinated,"
amid "increasing evidence that vaccinated individuals continue to have a relevant role in
transmission."

Read below:

In the USA and Germany, high-level officials have used the term pandemic of the
unvaccinated, suggesting that people who have been vaccinated are not relevant in the
epidemiology of COVID-19. Officials’ use of this phrase might have encouraged one
scientist to claim that “the unvaccinated threaten the vaccinated for COVID-19”. But this
view is far too simple.

There is increasing evidence that vaccinated individuals continue to have a relevant role
in transmission. In Massachusetts, USA, a total of 469 new COVID-19 cases were
detected during various events in July, 2021, and 346 (74%) of these cases were in
people who were fully or partly vaccinated, 274 (79%) of whom were symptomatic.
Cycle threshold values were similarly low between people who were fully vaccinated
(median 22·8) and people who were unvaccinated, not fully vaccinated, or whose
vaccination status was unknown (median 21·5), indicating a high viral load even among
people who were fully vaccinated.

In the USA, a total of 10 262 COVID-19 cases were reported in vaccinated people by
April 30, 2021, of whom 2725 (26·6%) were asymptomatic, 995 (9·7%) were
hospitalised, and 160 (1·6%) died.

In Germany, 55·4% of symptomatic COVID-19 cases in patients aged 60 years or older
were in fully vaccinated individuals, and this proportion is increasing each week. In
Münster, Germany, new cases of COVID-19 occurred in at least 85 (22%) of 380 people
who were fully vaccinated or who had recovered from COVID-19 and who attended a
nightclub.

People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease but are still a
relevant part of the pandemic. It is therefore wrong and dangerous to speak of a
pandemic of the unvaccinated. Historically, both the USA and Germany have
engendered negative experiences by stigmatising parts of the population for their skin
colour or religion. I call on high-level officials and scientists to stop the
inappropriate stigmatisation of unvaccinated people, who include our patients,
colleagues, and other fellow citizens, and to put extra effort into bringing society
together.

*  *  *

For more on this, check out Kampf's November paper which goes into significant detail
on how vaccinated populations are spreading Covid like wildfire.

The epidemiological relevan... by Zerohedge Janitor
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The vax doesn't work.  It's all about giving corporations and government
more power and control over every aspect of your life.

I do not consent.  I refuse to submit.  

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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"The vax doesn't work."

And the tests have zero credibility.

Lord Baltimore
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The vax -- like all medical procedures -- is for certain people. If
you're 70 years old, have no savings to pay for medical care if you
did get sick, live in a convalescent home around other people who
could be sick, it's probably a life-saver.

The pandemic overall is driven by people who think surgical masks
and vaccines prevent infection. They are the ones who go shopping
every day, take public transport, go to music festivals, and travel
frivolously to tropical destinations.

It's their right to risk getting sick or dying in a car accident. And
those are exactly the people getting sick.

fizerbro
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Because you believe it is their right and which makes you
basically against government mandates, by the new definition of
anti-vaxxer, you are an anti-vaxxer.

guinnessman
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AND YOUR LOGIC IS FALLACIOUS OR FALLATIO,   COULD
BE EITHER.   NO  IT IS NOT A VACCINE, SO HOW COULD HE
BE AN "ANTIVAXXXXXER"  (SEE WHAT i DID THERE?)
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I am pro-vaccine and anti-vaxxine, so I am an anti-vaxxer
and a pro-vaccer.

UserFKAHowdyDoody
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The jabs are assisted suicide

clot shot
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Per current study, you are more protected by VIT D3 above
50ng/dl than JABBED.  LET THAT SINK IN A MINUTE.
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HOW MANY TRILLIOINS??

Dr Truth
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FOR SOMETHING THAT DOESN'T EVEN BEAT A
VITAMIN???

Dr Truth
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and no link of course.

Truthtellers
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No vaccine ever has 'worked'.

Purely statistical illusion. 

In fact, read the Annual Summary of Vital Statistics USA 2000. In that
paper, the CDC and NIH researcher clearly prove beyond reasonable
doubt, a matter of fact, that all so-called infectious disease had
declined dramatically (in most cases, 97-99%) PRIOR to the use of
'vaccines'.  Many diseases actually completely
disappeared without any vaccine being created.

 

That data shows this occurring from 1800-1950.  1950 is a crucial
year/time period (50s) because of the introduction of mass
vaccination. 

 

What else has happened since 1950?

Skyrocketing disease - cancers, diabetes, degenerative cognitive
conditions, autism, allergies, and a wide variety of 'new' diseases
(more cover the vaccines - as we know, Polio was never eradicated but
merely relabelled and reclassified into various other disease conditions)
along with a entire new category of dis ease, which we call:  'mental
illness'.  

This is indisputable fact. 

 

Now, correlation isn't causation - but over the last 20 years we have
now seen study after study after study linking vaccines to poor health
outcomes, most notably in children. 

 

Study Herbert Shelton, Natural Hygiene, Bechamp and awaken to the
truth about health.

Heal Thyself - the only way your body works. 
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Do you have a link to the full paper? I could only find the abstract,
which doesn't cover the details you mentioned. I have seen a lot of
references to the massive decline in certain diseases that occured
many years prior to vaccines for them being introduced, and how
vax advocates always zoom in to the far edge of the graph to
mislead their audiences. I believe the industry term for this is "how
to lie with statistics." Some guy wrote a book about it.
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There's no good reason to get ANY "vaccine." Period. Full stop.
They are all poison.

Patriot Eke
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When people understand what Rockefeller did, it all makes
sense. Miasma theory vs. Germ Theory. People got better
because of sanitation conditions, fresh water, etc. NOT
VACCINES. 
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Finally someone says it, thank you LibertyGirl. 

Radagast
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agree for the majority but...Tetanus.. for man and pets at least
one ,

and in Aus meningococcal disease might be acceptable, we do
seem to have a higher risk here for some reason
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I can not up vote this UNDERSTANDING enough.
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Because it is not a vaccine.

artless
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#WeChangedTheDefinition

Doom Porn Star
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And the other TWO definitions as well....

Chevrus
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Pandemic, case, infection, test, cause of death, vaccine ...
anything else?
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Remember when leftists said - "No war for Haliburton, no war for
corporations, no blood for oil?"

Remind them of that.

PGR88
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True. Biden was a dove back then. He has zero integrity and will say
anything, I.e. he's a politician.

seryanhoj
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Can i get a side order of MyBody MyChoice and a dollop of
HowDareYou?!

Chevrus
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Undesignated Survivor
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CRYPTO FUNDS EXPLODE IN
BOOM YEAR

Source: Bloomberg

“Even beyond the launch of the first U.S.
Bitcoin futures ETF, cryptocurrency funds
notched some notable global milestones
in 2021. The number of crypto-tracking…
investment vehicles worldwide more than
doubled to 80 from just 35 at the end of
2020, according to Bloomberg
Intelligence data. Assets soared to $63
billion, compared to $24 billion at the
start of the year.”
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Impressive. In other breaking news, Englsnd warns Russia and
China!!  Talk about illusions of relevancy.

seryanhoj
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Their Secretary of Defense went to Poland - or was it Estonia - to
do her best Thatcher impression in the turret of a nearly
operational British Army tank. The Russians were quaking in their
boots ... quaking from suppressed laughter.

UserFKAHowdyDoody
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Ivermectin

Thetayota
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"People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease".

Can anyone explain to me why we should believe that?

RebBiker
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Because data.

 

https://www.dshs.texas.gov/immunize/covid19/data/Cases-and-
Deaths-by-Vaccination-Status-11082021.pdf

Truthtellers
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Data that comes from any website that includes ".gov" in its URL
means absolutely nothing to me. It only means that the data is
more likely to be false than true.

RebBiker
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Actually, Reb, I asked the same question for months.

Then I rolled up my sleeves and put my shirt garters and green
visor on, and began studying the numbers in the UK's weekly
vaccine surveillance reports, which do indicate that both
serious illness and death are reduced in people who have
been fully vaccinated.

But, here's the problem: Those same data sets show that
someone fully vaccinated is two to three times more likely to
become infected in the first place than one who is not
vaccinated.

Essentially, the (grade school) math is N x2 /2 = N.

It might be a little better. It might be a little worse. Either way,
there is little if any benefit to being vaccinated.

MisterMousePotato
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"It's all about giving corporations and government more power and
control over every aspect of your life."

No... it's NOT about "control"

 What exactly don't you understand about "They want you D-E-A-
D!' ???

NuYawkFrankie
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But it also leaves them in control.  A BONUS UNINTENDED SIDE
EFFECT?.   I think not.  IT WAS BAKED IN THE CAKE.  PLAN 201
AND DR MARTINS PATENT DATA.  There is no doubt   NONE.

Dr Truth
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Great Reset…

lwilland1012
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I agree with you HRH...you have described the very definition of
fascism.

Grumpy Vermonter
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It does work, wait 10 years

oldandscottish
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he vaccine works against the variant it was designed for.

Truthtellers
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Too little, too late for Lancet.

That corrupted rag killed millions of people by allowing Fauci, et al to
smear HCQ from widespread use in 2020 by printing a fraudulent
study that was completely made up and was quickly found
out. Lancet retracted and apologized but the damage was done
and millions have since died.    

Gwar6.0
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This points out that not only are there valid medical reasons to not get
vaxxed, but there are rather compelling political reasons as well:  Vax
compliance (like all compliance with tyrannical demands) enables
tyranny.  So whatever the medical benefit (if any) someone might
obtain from getting the vax, it now has to be weighed against the cost
of supporting tyranny.

S.N.A.F.U.

It's all about giving corporations and government more power
and control over every aspect of your life.
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I have a feeling some of the vaxxed are starting to worry:

 

"Healthy dad-of-two dies suddenly during morning nap after night
shift"

 

https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/health-problems/healthy-
dadoftwo-dies-suddenly-during-morning-nap-after-night-shift/news-
story/495977ca7708c6fb515504ead25a9e90

 

In the comments (added for a morning laugh):

 

Jay Eliott
34 minutes ago
Seems an awful lot of young healthy people have started dropping
dead suddenly or after "short ilnesses" in the past few months, I
wonder what the cause could be?

thumb_up 25

Suka

20 minutes ago

Could be even worse for them if they were not vaccinated

thumb_up 3

Overtime
16 minutes ago
How could it be worse? You cant get much worse then dying
Worse than deceased?

thumb_up 12

Walker Texas Ranger
14 minutes ago
Sarcasm? If it's not though, could you please expand on your
comment?

thumb_up 2
Cameron
13 minutes ago
Not sure it would possibly have been worse for Dan mate.
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You have a 300% to 700% higher risk of death from covid if
unvaccinated. You have a 1 in 50 chance of myocarditis if you get
covid and are a young unvaccinated male vs. 1 in 50,000 chance of
myocarditis from an mRNA vaccine. Considering everyone is likely to
get covid eventually, vax is the clear winner, even better if you get the
J&J which isn't an MRNA vaccine and isn't associated with
myocarditis. 

Maria TruthSeeker
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QUANTUM DOT TATTOO: MIT has found a way to store va99ine
records just under the skin to prove va99ine compliance needed to
‘get back to normal’ (code for buy and sell), using a quantum dot
dye that is delivered, along with a vaccine, by a microneedle
patch. The dye, which is invisible to the naked eye, can be read
later using a specially adapted smartphone.

HERE ARE SOME PICS or JPGS OF WHAT IT CAN LOOK LIKE!!!

https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-MOTB.jpg

 

https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-vax-record-
on-skin.jpg

 

https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-before-
after.jpg

 

https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/biomarkers-in-the-
skin.jpg

 

https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/palisade-microneedle-
mark-of-the-beast.jpg  

 

It can come in the mail or by Fed Ex.
https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-mark-
diagram.jpg

 

https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/mark-of-the-beast-
paragraph.jpg  

 

Original MIT article

https://news.mit.edu/2019/storing-vaccine-history-skin-1218
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The NFL (does the N stand for Nazi?) Is demanding boosters by December
27th for all tier 1 and tier 2 subjects of the master.

This comes at the same time that the highly vaxxxed leagues of the NBA
and NFL are seeing large numbers of "cases". The Bulls have 2 games
postponed this week due to their ridiculous protocols. 

Mental illness loves company. 

JoeyChernenko
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same with NHL, Calgary is having games postponed due to a huge
COVID outbreak, and all the players are supposedly vaxxed

rosalinda
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So has Ottawa. But you don't hear it on the newz.

Rock On Roger
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Has too be kept out of the news to maintain the narrative.

GreatUncle
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The Narrative

Excellent album/band name, just outstanding.

OutOfThinAir
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Brilliant...followed by The Network

Chevrus
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The Jabbed, Stabbed, Dazed and Tazed.

 

UserFKAHowdyDoody
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And the only recent death related to those leagues is that of
Demaryius Thomas. Of course, only one possible cause of death
was immediately dismissed (with prejudice).

JoeyChernenko
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If you're wondering whether to get the vax, you ain't black!

Joe Davola
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THIS IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT TO POCs.    THEY LACK
VIT D DUE TO SKIN BLOCKING OF UVA.      THEY AT LEAST
GET THAT THEY SHOULD NOT TRUST "THE MAN".    BUT
THEY ALL SHOULD BE MAXXXXXXING VIT D RATHER THAN
SPJs (SPIKE PROTEIN JABS).  PLEASE TELL EVERY POC
YOU KNOW/.MEET/GIVE YOUR WALLET TO, THAT THEY
NEED VIT D IF THEY WANT TO "STICK IT TO THE MAN". 

Dr Truth
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" ... GIVE YOUR WALLET TO ... ."

How droll, Sir.

MisterMousePotato
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He had been having seizures for years.

gaspp
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The deal there is that Alberta has always been a thorn in the Liberal
party side for having hard working, independent folks.

Oh, and OIL.

Canada is a 'Five Eyes' nation so anytime freedom is restored in a
resisting province the phone call comes in and the 'case numbers'
suddenly rise. Lockdown ensues.

 

AlbinoBlackRabbit
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Stop watching the bread and circus.

ThomasChase1776
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I thank BLM for all the time I haven't wasted watching men batter
themselves into traumatic brain injuries since the whole Kapernick
thing. You want to show you hate me? You don't need my money, or
more importantly, my time.

HansSachs
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This article is fake news.  The unvaxxed are filthy, dangerous, selfish
heathen who are spreading the virus and killing us all.  I know it's true
because I've heard it repeated every night on libtard TV.

Welfarebum
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LMAO!

DeplorableGlobalConflictWatch
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Do they also eat babies now? I think I heard that, maybe on CNN..

efrustrated
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#RachelMadcowDewormer

Doom Porn Star
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#RachelMadCowDisease

UserFKAHowdyDoody
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The best thing that could happen is that NBA and NFL players start
collapsing on the court or field from mysterious causes (aka the vaxx)
like the euro soccer players.

Maybe people would start to wake the fuck up.

Globalist Overlord
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They stop televising the games and just report the final score.

 

Robin DeFolks
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Europe was ahead of the US with vaxxing people.  Give the NFL
another 2 months.
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another 2 months.
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50$ says we get a vaccident on Super Bowl. I’ll pay in foreign
evergrand coupons if I lose.

Twitchet_dread,
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HOW COULD YOU LOSE??  MSM HAS YOUR BACK.

Dr Truth
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Oh things would get a little crazy for sure.

MaF
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So many questions from the know-it-alls....and the answers will
be right in front of them.

Chevrus
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THE ANSWERS ALREADY ARE.

Dr Truth
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You seem knowledgeable so I have a question for you. What
do you recommend for someone (33F) who caught covid 6
weeks ago and is now having “Covid toe” like joint issue,
especially in the morning? I assume it is caused by residual,
circulating spike. How do you detox the spikes post inf.?
 

SEC vs Bitcoin
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sec vs bit

try a dose of Ivm or two.

Amicus Curiae
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I believe there was a Manchester United player that went down in
this past weekend's match against Norwich.  Nary a word said
about it in the broadcast, but the gent was grabbing his chest and
appeared to nearly collapse on the field, but gathered himself before
he passed out..

 

https://www.the-sun.com/sport/4268600/victor-lindelof-heart-chest-
pain-manchester-united/

Atlas Shruggzz
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It must have been cold......

or did he just feel sad about the post pandemic stress?

it must of been climate change, made his ticker run quicker      

 

Twitchet_dread,
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What fine set of gymnastics you just performed, a shining
example for the sheep to follow.

Oh the places we'll go, oh the excuses we'll make....

Chevrus
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Give the guy a break. He just made a mistake in using the
white font for his /s tag.

UserFKAHowdyDoody
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It's funny how we heard all about Aaron Rodgers getting the
CoronaHoax, but not about the VAST majority of those in the NFL
ALSO getting the CoronaHoax, who are all "vaxxed". 

That's why I don't believe ANY of the so called numbers....I would say
that 95% of the NFL players that are getting the CoronaHoax have
been "vaxxed". Translate that to the rest of the World. It don't add up
to this being a "pandemic of the unvaccinated". 

Dumpster Elite
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Woke and broke rhyme.

 

Robin DeFolks
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Less filthy rich but alive and well also has a certain ring to it....

Chevrus
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It does appeal, doesn't it?

But of course it's also true that you can eat well and exercise
daily and die anyway.

IOW, have some fun, live WHILE YOU CAN.

 

Robin DeFolks
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Unvaxxed. Untested. Unabashed. Unafraid. Unbowed. And TOTALLY fng
vindicated more and more each day.

I stand in solidarity with my pureblood brothers and sisters.

whether underground
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i'd give you a thumbs up

but you have waaaaaay too much correct grammar and punctuation on
your post

 

 

might be a bot

HideTheUgly1
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No vax here either. No shame. No apology. No consent. No
unearned guilt. No knee.

And no transfusions of my pure blood to vaxxed demons who need
it but wanted me locked up, isolated or dead.

Bostwick9
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ditto...

 

AND my children were homebirthed with NO vaccines EVER!

 

we got lucky and jumped ship 25 years ago...best thing we ever
did

 

Zerogenous_Zone
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As in expatriation? If so, where?

Patriot Eke
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Same Same...kinda done with most of the Branch Covidians, but
I try to get across to friends and family in order to keep them from
getting booster after booster thus ending their days.

Chevrus
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nice, thank you

whether underground
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I like the totally f@cking vindicated statement :-)

 

GreatUncle
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Nada here.  Refuse to get it; now my state is coming out with voluntary
vax passes.  Media has been quiet on it other then mentioning it early
on when in exploration, now the articles have been coming out about
it.

It will only be a matter of time before it becomes mandatory in varying
cities and towns as that's how it's been running with mask
mandates...either way it helps build into the eventual federal database.

MaF
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Lines will be drawn and society divided. If they want apartied so be
it. Just stay the fhaak away from our cooperative and liberty based
economy and we promise to let you keep locking eachother down
and taking boosters, deal?

Chevrus
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Then go to their council meetings and present the real
facts/TRUTH.   It is all here.   Just copy the links or get abstracts
and show them they are being played.  The ones who do not listen
are the ones who you will need to make swing.

Dr Truth
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That CDC director, she's just a nice Jewish girl taking care of the gōyïm for
her tribe. Y'all very lucky to have such caring gatekeepers.

messystateofaffairs
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Lol, as if Israel ans rest of world don't have the same.

ThomasChase1776
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Israel is almost all triple vaxxed now

Poet1cJust1ce
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Some will have had Sputnik V (a conventional vaccine, not very
effective, but extremely unfatal)... probably the likes of Nuttyahoo
and Madgic Band.

UserFKAHowdyDoody
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Filed under EverySingleTime....

Chevrus
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they don't believe their own lies, but they expect us to.

they don't take their own poison vax, but they expect us to.

buzzsaw99
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They're demanding it, and persecuting those who refuse. Way worse.

 

Robin DeFolks
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Far worse...but good luck enforcing that...the jackboots are just
dying to do your bidding, fhuques!

Chevrus
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Hypocrisy is a feature, not a bug.

HansSachs
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Seems to be all the rage this season, doesn't it?

 

Robin DeFolks
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Could I have a steaming ladle full of Cognitive Dissonance?!

Chevrus
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Im sure Cog would be happy to oblige you.   Where is he
today?

Dr Truth
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We're all out. How about a Glaring Conflict Of Interest? I have
a wide selection of them for you to choose from!

There's been a run on Obvious Frauds lately, so prices are a
little spendy on them just now, but we still have a few left if
that's the way you swing.

 

Robin DeFolks
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Why is Con-gress exempt from taking the "clot" shot ???

Buzz-Kill
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They still have rights?

Do I win?

 

Robin DeFolks
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Because we havent revolted yet?

44magnum
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It can only be, they know.

seryanhoj
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https://banned.video/watch?id=61b8b80ec57f571cc3e5dd4e

Spartacus.
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I dont even read this bullshit anymore, Just come for the comments!

I'm Baaack
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Michelle Obama has a dink

EcoJoker
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Michelle downvoted you. Doesn't want that getting out.

Dumpster Elite
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or "printing" through his dress

Patriot Eke
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The CDC's director is a horses' ass.  She's a lying SOB.

Demystified
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Funny story here. Unvaxxed here, with most family members triple vaxxed.
Mom has just tried everything under the roof to get me vaxxed and failed. 

Christmas is coming up and of course the pressure is on. Mom doesn't want
any unvaxxed heathens around, and doesn't want my sister to hang out with
unvaxxed heathens, me.

Then her good friends, the friends who bought the hoax all the way and then
some, catch COVID. So dad is now aware that even if you're vaccinated you
can catch it and give it to someone else. 

So why force me to get vaxxed for her 'protection'? 

Long story short, I won. 

HC-CZ
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Next them all. 

afronaut
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Good for you for shutting down her manipulation tactics. Stay strong
and don't give in.

GoodyGumdrops
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Once the game began, I wasn't gonna let her win this time. And she
was mad. 

HC-CZ
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If her guilt trips and anger didn't work, she might try to use the
pity play if she hasn't already. She knows what buttons to push
because she's the one who installed them. Just be ready for
anything.

GoodyGumdrops
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She's tried every button, but I've gone thru two teens already,
so her plays didn't work. And they were a beaut!

HC-CZ
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I make it a point not to visit idiotic family members.

OldNewB
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Haven't missed her much over the last two years.

HC-CZ
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Its not funny and you didn't win. 

You did get some good Intel

All thlse people that say they love you...they don't. 

They would just as soon turn u in to save their fragile existance.

Not much good.

Scornd
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this is more true than many think.

liberty2day
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My dad and my sister stood up for me, so that was pretty good.

HC-CZ
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Me and Hubby live 'in the woods', almost like hermits.  He has
CA and I have mild COPD.  Both unvaxxed.  The 'kids' all stayed
away all last year and quit having stuff at their homes.  Now they
are all 'vaxxed' and want to have Xmas parties thinking that since
they got the jab, we'll be 'safe'.

I don't even bother getting into arguments with them.

I've grown used to being a hermit and enjoying it!

Nunny
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lucky kids, they dont know how lucky.

keeper20
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As a retired nurse from California recently asked, “Why do the
protected need to be protected from the unprotected by forcing the
unprotected to use the protection that did not protect the protected in
the first place?” from article by Thomas T. Siler, M.D. in American
Thinker
 

stpaulchuck
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Or, in other words; I might shit myself, you need to wear a diaper.

crazybob369
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Social confirmation goes a long way. Do you really think they care
for your safety or worry about being infected by someone who has
no symptoms? Deep down they want to feel acknowledged, they
see you being unvaxxed as an insult to their "scientific position" and
they're so angry of your refutal they'd force you into it

etcimon
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it will still take a lot more work to fix that cognitive dissonance.  did
your dad actually admit that it was BS?

Sensei CP3
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He found out a few weeks ago by accident when a vaxxed coworker
came down with COVID. Then their good friends getting COVID iced
that cake. 

HC-CZ
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when a vaxxee gets "covid" you gotta think it could be ADE,
unfortunately.

keeper20
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Quickly becoming a pandemic of the vaccinated. 

Rashomon
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Especially on permanently locked down 117% triple vaxxed Gibraltar.

Crush the cube
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Gibraltar is a perfect demonstration. Naturally the science looks the
other way instead of trying to learn whats really going on.

seryanhoj
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Nothing an extra jab or three can't fix.

 

_ConanTheLibertarian_
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*Jabralter

Juche Tony
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Another term for the dixxxxionary.   Who is gong to write us a
good song for the marches and demonstrations which precede
the hangings.???

Dr Truth
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Walensky is another worthless bureaucrat out for her own aggrandizement.

Zork
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It is nice to see the Lancet starting to go against the CDC.

Can't have it both ways Walensky.

Lie, hide and deceive ... the truth is starting to break the narrative.

This if anything makes it more likely governments will attempt
forced vaccinations not less IMHO.

GreatUncle
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It is a letter not the Lancet editorial staff.

When I read the headline I thought it might be penance for the
hydroxychloroquine article last year...nope, just a letter.

lasvegaspersona
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The lancet is under no obligation to print letters. Maybe this is a
good sign. I doubt it, too far to go still.

What is The Hedge
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Yeah , I doubt it too.

 

I bet the Lancet is infested with dupes, that really need to be
flushed out.

 

But whose gonna do it ? Its a magazine, taken over by
leftards.

spaniel
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Is she going to fight back (fake) tears again while she pleads for people
to "hold on a little longer"? Such an admirable level of professionalism

Lord Baltimore
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no.

they're dealing with some really batsh1t nuts anti-vaxxers like infest ZH
and so they are lying through their teeth and talking just as much sh1t
as the people here

you mfers have literally claimed that vaxxed would be dropping "like
flies" or nearly all dead by Xmas

because "ADE" or "clot shot" or fkin "kill switch" or whatever INSANE
idea was in your head at the time

NONE of these things are going to happen.

perhaps there will be some long term health consequences as a result
of SOME vaxxes...but this article ALONE is bullsh1t because it says
THE vax.

For the fiftieth time there IS NO "THE" Vax.  There are effing 27 of them
last time I looked.  A wide variety of operative technologies ranging
from mRNA to LAV.  Take your pick.

but the id1ots here cannot seem to even grasp this.  It's all "Pfizer
Pfizer Pfizer" just like the dems with their Russia sh1t...failing even (like
the Dims) to understand that Pfizer didn't even DEVELOP this shot...it
was BioNTech, a totally separate company in a totally separate
country.

the id1ots around here aren't even smart enough to grasp that pfizer
was signed on for LOGISTICS and distribution and was probably
"encouraged" to do so forcefully by our very own Warp Speed
government.

Poet1cJust1ce
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'Booster time!  Booster time!'

BigJimSportCamper
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you'll be ok, don't worry. it will be fine.

we saved a seat for you, over there, at huffpost.

keeper20
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the connection between the cdc (gov.), big pharma and social media to
perpetuate the plandemic are revealed.

EXC: New Fauci-Zuckerberg Emails Reveal Offer of ‘Data Reports’ To
Aid Lockdown Policies, Vaccine Development.

In private emails between Mark Zuckerberg and Anthony Fauci – obtained
exclusively by The National Pulse – the Facebook founder and CEO offered
to send “data reports” on users to “facilitate decisions” about COVID-
19 lockdowns.

The revelation is a stark example of how Big Tech corporates and
government can easily collude using user data to restrict the liberties of
the general public.

In the exchange, Zuckerberg insists: “I want to make sure you have all the
resources you need to expedite the development of a vaccine.”

The exchange comes amidst separate emails between the Facebook CEO
and NIAID director discussing the social media platform’s “Coronavirus
Information Hub” and how to control the narrative around the
pandemic.

When Senator Marsha Blackburn raised the matter earlier this year, Fauci
denied knowledge of interactions with the Facebook chief

https://gettr.com/post/pjn3wa7fa2

https://thenationalpulse.com/exclusive/private-fauci-zuckerberg-emails-
offering-data-reports/

19331510
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I read about this story
here:  https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2021/12/13/facebook-admits-in-
court-that-fact-checks-are-just-opinion/

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0

Despite presenting itself to the public as the arbiter of truth and
guarantor of factually-accurate information, guarding users
against “fake news” and “misinformation,” Facebook has
admitted in court that its “fact checks” of information —
frequently aimed at conservatives — are nothing more than
statements of opinion.

The bombshell emerged from Facebook’s court battle with
John Stossel, who is suing the company for defamation over its
decision to add “fact check” labels to the libertarian pundit’s
videos about climate change.
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You and I knew that when we first heard the term fact checker.

 

Truth is Hate

Rock On Roger
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Gawd just take a look at who funds them....not exactly a secret.

Chevrus
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The same Zuckerberg that helped "steal" the last election ???

I failed to realize he was an "elected" government official.  

Buzz-Kill
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Look at that face.  Remember it forever.  It is the definition of cry as they
strike you.

 

dark pooIs of soros
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remember it for when she potentially will try to hide under a fictitious
name

NoPasaran
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Bad Humor for the day:

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/what-did-she-just-say-kamala-tells-the-
truth-about-the-shot_fYP6kYVOorndz4s.html

Kamala Harris: "Every person in the hospital today has been vaccinated. I
repeat Every person in the hospital today, or has died from Covid was
vaccinated. That's why its important to get the shot!"

This is not a play on words, this is here statement she made at a press
conference.

Vote up so ZH shows this video to everyone.

 

 

AGuy
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Wow, the truth leaked out by accident? Unbelievable. This needs to be
a FP story on ZH. You're right.

scam_MERS
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Kinda like Fauci saying that 'yes sometimes the treatments make it
worse'

 

Chevrus
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WTF is she mental ... that wasn't really a question LOL

PcdCorp
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This may be the first time in history that the ineffectiveness of a drug is
being blamed on the people who havent taken it.

Brushy
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That is so blantently true.

logically possible
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The vaxxed need the unvaxxed to get vaxxed in order for the vax to be
protected. 

That is clown world logic. 

From a disease that has an Infectious Mortality rate of 2/10ths of 1%.

Pardalis
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If only you would take your aspirin, my headache would go away.

crazybob369
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Take your wife's birth control too, make sure you are double
protected.

logically possible
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To all the diaper filling trolls out there, who blindly believe in everything their
phone and TeeVee tells them, instead of doing this thing I like to call
thinking:

ITS NOT A VACCINE

A REAL VACCINE DOESN'T "WEAR OFF"

A REAL VACCINE DOESN'T NEED  "BOOSTER SHOTS" TO INFINITY AND
BEYOND

A REAL VACCINE DOESN'T "MITIGATE THE SYMPTOMS" OR "LESSEN
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20 1 Reply"

THE SEVERITY"

A REAL VACCINE KEEPS YOU FROM GETTING THE DISEASE

A REAL VACCINE KEEPS YOU FROM SPREADING THE DISEASE

which means -- and Dear Lord, let it be said --

A REAL VACCINE MEANS YOU DON'T NEED TO BE "PROTECTED" FROM
THOSE SOOPER DOOPER SCARY "UNVAXXED" PEOPLE

So again, and I say this to all the blind lemmings out there with peace, love
and nothing but the best of my good humor:

 GFY

Go hide under your bed in your land of make believe and junk "science",
and leave us grownups alone. 
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What the hell kind of a "vaccine" requires three shots in less than a
year?

Er Wang Dong
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Rabies is a series of shots, Anthrax is a series of shots. 

Viruses mutate, 4th grade was hard.

Truthtellers
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" What the hell kind of a "vaccine" requires three shots in less than a
year? "

Porcine Zona Pellucida. (PZP) is an immunocontraceptive that is
used to control the reproductive rate of some mammalian species,
including horses, deer and elephants.. It has been in use since the
1980's. PZP is a vaccine derived from slaughterhouse pig ovaries
(yes, we'd prefer this wasn't the case).

https://duckduckgo.com/?
q=inject+deer+horses+reproductive++control&t=h_&ia=web

keeper20
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ITS NOT A VACCINE   - YES it is.

A REAL VACCINE DOESN'T "WEAR OFF"  - YES, they do.

A REAL VACCINE DOESN'T NEED  "BOOSTER SHOTS" TO INFINITY
AND BEYOND - Depends on mutations, so YES they can.

A REAL VACCINE DOESN'T "MITIGATE THE SYMPTOMS" OR
"LESSEN THE SEVERITY" - It actually does exactly that.

A REAL VACCINE KEEPS YOU FROM GETTING THE DISEASE  No, it
helps your immune system fight the virus.

A REAL VACCINE KEEPS YOU FROM SPREADING THE DISEASE  No
necessarily.

 

Your school did not give actual grades did it?

Truthtellers
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No it's not.

TheHungryCattle
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oh I dunno, did your indoctrination center?

squib
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My guess is the athletes dropping all over  might argue your severity
point, if they aren’t dead. Good luck with your vaccine regimen. 

VISN4You
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You really should listen to Dr. Robert Malone ... he actually invented
the mRNA vaccine technology and is warning people not to take it
... https://www.bitchute.com/video/KxW1zjIitK8B/

 

PcdCorp
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Remember the television public service announcement 'This is your brain on
drugs' with the egg in the frying pan?

Well take a look around--this is your country on Biden 

ants in the pantry
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You can add "where's the beef" to that too. 

1CSR2SQN
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We know where the bull is.

Mario Landavoz
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The vaccinated are the most prolific spreaders. They are more likely to feel
less sick or asymptomatic and walk amongst the public unknowingly
spreading their virus.

Xaero
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EXACTLY CORRECT.  This is a flu.  Doctor/ patient management.  Who
put these deep state political figures in charge of managing a
pandemic they have been TRYING TO CREATE FOR OVER A
DECADE?

Thebighouse
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 (Edited)
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Vaccines stop transmission, if it doesn't then it's not a vaccine! So fork off,
I'm not having one!

Hermit in a Cave
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Hold on, that's the old definition of vaccine.. cuz science.

replaceme
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Vaxxed friends and family keep urging me to take the jab because they don’t
feel safe around me. I tell em no way. If I take the jab I’d be at risk from the
unvaxxed too. 

vexbot
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%

8 Reply"
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And, we’ll bet they still don’t understand that irony...

Md4

%

%
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Why would they not be safe if they've had all their shots and boosters?

The CDC etc keeps telling people if they've had their two doses and
the booster they're fine.

Now if they aren't fine...you'd think we'd hear something from the CDC
on this instead of shrieking about this being a pandemic of the
unvaxed.

glenlloyd
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+++++++

BeerBelly
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Brilliant!

Chevrus
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If they didn’t tell you that you had the sniffles, would you know?

major major major major
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Didnt the asymtomatic boogeyman get put to rest a while back?

 

Chevrus
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My 51 yo wife has been hospitalized 6 times since vax.  Everything from
lung blood clots to RSV.  I warned her.  Her parents got booster 3 weeks
ago.  Her mom is sickest she has every been and dad is sick and throwing
up.  They would blame the Russians before doubting the vax.

argoz
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%
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sorry to hear. thx for sharing your experience

Sensei CP3
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sorry brother....

TheLastTrump
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It must be as heartbreaking as watching a loved one circle the drain
with drug addiction.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy
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 (Edited)
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how does it feel to be a member of the hunted zombie plague where natural
good health is labeled a societal threat

The 3rd Dimentia
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The unvaccinated show a higher risk of being traditional independent
Americans.

People who live in fear will never be free but it is truly amazing to hear
people suggest that the only way to recover our liberty is through
submission. 

Oldwood
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It's sad watching people who still try to use facts, data and logic to argue
against the insane policies of our "leaders".

Like trying to empty the ocean with a dixie cup.  Hopeless.

 

NoDebt
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" Like trying to empty the ocean with a dixie cup.  Hopeless. "

And at low tide   ; -)

RagaMuffin
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Exactly.

They. Don't. Care.

Son0fOC
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%
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What about the bodies? 

Chevrus
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They can even try nuclear-powered high capacity mega water pump.

 

zeronetwork
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Yes, I keep struggling to inform people.   AND GUESS WHAT?  THEY
ARE STARVING FOR THE TRUTH.  JUST GOT TO SEVERAL LEGAL
AIDES AT A LAW FIRM.  ONE WAS DEALING WITH A POSITIVE
FAMILY MEMBER.    Everyone there knew that EVERYTHING  from
.GOV was garbage.  They just did not know where to find TRUTH.   I
showed them.   Now there are SEVERAL MORE "ANTI-
VAXXXXXXXXXERS".  

i THINK THE COUNTRY IS AT THAT CROSS ROAD NOW.   Desperate
for the TRUTH, and they know the MSM is all owned propaganda.

NOw it the time to strike with TRUTH to all your
relatives/friends/neighbors/co-workers/strangers.   

THE PUBLIC IS NOW READY FOR THE TRUTH.    SO GIVE IT TO
THEM.

Dr Truth
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As a pure blood I'm starting to think we should mask around the genetically
modified for our own self preservation.

aegis551
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Masks don't work for that, either.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy
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You're right.  It didn't work in the first place, why would it all of a
sudden work now.

CanadianPickles
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What about "experimental gene therapy" do some fail to understand? It is
not reversible.

Solio
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 (Edited)
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The greatest threat to humanity is not a covid virus.

Pathogens are always with us. Every single human being on this planet
catches or will catch a virus at some point, and every single person will die
eventually. These are aspects of life which cannot be mandated away.

The greatest threat to humanity is the enslavement of our Imagination to the
panic of political leaders, to have us live in fear for our lives while their only
fear is for their plush positions and trappings of their office.

Having no other marketable skills, politicians greatest fear is being run out of
office. Politicians cannot be perceived as "doing nothing" in the face of
headlines about a moderately infectious virus with a low mortality rate, so it
becomes a race to see which politicians can out dramatize the rest. These
muck rakers stand on their soap boxes and thump their chest to proclaim
themselves as the leading protector of society, while trampling on our
constitutional rights and freedoms. They mandate useless activities, spread
false or useless information (ie: "if you get one of these vaccines, you wont
get covid" - Joe Biden) and spread fear and panic in the general public, only
to turn around and sell themselves as your only possible salvation. 

The greatest threat to society is not a virus, it is a charlatan to would
have you dance in fear at the end of his strings.

JohnGault
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The bolshevik virus is the virus that scares the hell out of me.

HenryDavidThoreau
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Oy vey!

TheHungryCattle
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%
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No it is what it has always been stupidity. There's a chain of stupid
people exploitation. The reason the USA's education system has been
decimated and you essentially need to come from a "connected"
family in order to be educated, is for exploitation.

Connected families, connected business, connected media, connected
politicians... y'all got owned for being stupid.

GGBB
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%
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 (Edited)
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Not a single covid kid case in two years and all of a sudden they are closing
down the schools here with over 300 cases. Same tactics they used for the
adults as the blind lead the blind. Then the stupid cows show up on
facebook or where ever thanking the fxxking stars and Pfizer their kid didn't
die, but just can't walk or play ball again due to his vaccine injury and
rapidly beating heart. 

File under people who shouldn't have kids or vote. 

1CSR2SQN
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lol. No kidding. What a show.

Indelible Scars
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I would have never believed this a couple years ago. 
an insight to the compliant side of human nature. I no longer puzzle
how it was possible to get people to politely line up and  get into
boxcars. 

HAL9000rev1
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Still not taking it.

Kartolas
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There's no point to now really. If you are over 60 or weak immune
system then okay but otherwise it's nothing to worry about.

Yes.
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Weak immune system is even a better reason to not take it. 

afronaut
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That's for sure!

JMRPete
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%
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Well said!

WhiteQueen
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%
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Over 60 isn't a reason to inject experimental technology
especially since it doesn't prevent you from contracting the Wu flu. 
 Staying away from sick people, eating healthy, exercising, taking
the recommended vitamins and supplements and finding a doctor
who will proscribe the Covid protocol all work to prevent or minimize
infection with a lot less risk.  

Blankenstein
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 (Edited)
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I am am unvaccinated. I'm thinking of skipping Christmas dinner with my
large family of relatives because there will be some vaccinated sheople
there. For my age group a person is twice as likely to catch the virus from a
vaccinated person than an unvaccinated person. If you follow the science
we should lock down all the vaccinated people and have no vax passports
where you're free to go only if you're unvaxed to stop the spread and flatten
the curve.

See table 11, page 35.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccine-weekly-
surveillance-reports

Nelbev
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you're an id1ot.

any random person you encounter is more than twice as likely to be
vaxxed

Poet1cJust1ce
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Read the table, it's per hundred thousand vaxed or unvaxed, not per
person you meet.

Nelbev

%

%
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 (Edited)
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so you are an id1ot, then

because it is PAGE AFTER PAGE of 

"significant reduction in mortality, significant reduction in infection
rate" and nearly universal vax uptake by age group.

wtf are you even blathering about?

i read these surveillance reports all the effing time, dude...I cite
them

"The rate of hospitalisation within 28 days of a positive COVID-19
test increases with age, and is substantially greater in
unvaccinated individuals compared to vaccinated individuals. The
rate of death within 28 days or within 60 days of a positive
COVID-19 test increases with age, and again is substantially
greater in unvaccinated individuals compared to fully vaccinated
individuals

Poet1cJust1ce
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Page 35 does indeed show massively increased infections in
vaccinated.  It is a fair concern of increased susceptibility to
spread.  

Vaccinated people should be locked down.

Andro1345
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Okay, this data has been out for months, as cited, it indicates
a lower risk per hundred thousand from being hospitalized or
death if vaccinated, it also indicates a higher risk of becoming
infected and thus infecting others if you're vaccinated versus
unvaccinated for every age group above 29 years old. Thus, if I
go eat at a restaurant I am more likely to catch covid if I'm
eating with a table of vaccinated adults versus the
unvaccinated. Thus, this whole idea of vax passports say to go
eat at a restaurant or attend a sporting event is absolutely
ridiculous, by the science the vax passports would only
increase infection and transmission.

Nelbev

%

%
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He didn't look at the chart, else he simply can't understand
it.

Andro1345
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Also of note:

It's rather curious they have some plot charts up front about
everything but getting it, but they sure do have some nice
claims besides the data later on.

When I was flipping through it quick like, that grabbed my
attention pretty quick.

Andro1345
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Actually reading this data can be misleading. The vaxed and
the unvaxed are not random groups like in a clinical trial.
You're more likely to get vaxed if high risk or have
comorbidities and more likely healthier if unvaxed by self
selection bias and the rollout. I would make the claim also
that there is a spurious correlation between the unvaxed
and those that have natural immunity and don't know it,
(none of these studies have ex anti antibody tests, they
might just say no evidence of prior infection). Now, if the
vaxed group were say higher risk, e.g. a higher percentage
were obese, than the unvaxed group, and we assume the
antibodies peek out at 2 months post vaccination and wane
40% a month after, that could explain the higher
susceptibility of vaccinated people now to get covid relative
to the 95% efficacy against infection data Pfizer put out
December 2020 (which is now turned negative) to get the
EUA.

Nelbev

%

%
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I was speaking about the first rounds of charts that come
before the claims of efficacy.  They have 'supporting' charts
for 3/4, but only symptomatic disease, not for actual
infection rates.  Their claims of 65-80% effective seem
largely like garbage.

As far as other factors, there is also how much more
freedom of movement vax takers have, I'm unsure about the
UK, not enough time to look into it.

Andro1345
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Poor useless moron, too stupid to read the data.  LOSER.

Hipneck911
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But at least we know who today's serial downvoter is now.

efrustrated
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I've been hanging out with my vaxxed family for a year.  Nothing to
worry about.  Make sure you are getting vit D, C, B, Zinc, Egcg

 

EcoJoker
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This will be reported by no one in the media and the PR campaign against
the unvaccinated will continue. 

Gentleman Bastard
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Then so will the resounding Fhaaaaaaaaaaa-Q...so there's that.

Chevrus
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if the mainstream talks about a "pandemic of the unvaccinated", you can be
assured that in fact, the very opposite is true.

if the mainstream talks about the "danger of the omicron variant", we can
confidently go by its complete harmlessness, and so forth.

yes, it really is that bad.

donkey_shot
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Bingo. Just reverse everything the liars say.

Everything.

It really works!

JMRPete
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DoubleSpeak is a helluva drug.

Chevrus
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Vaccinated BYU Starting Center:  I will miss the rest of season due to heart
damage.  He was injected with the "vaccine" eight days before the heart
problems.

Before the vaccine, coach Mark Pope said, “He’s in the best shape of his
life, he’s playing the best basketball of his life.   The perfectly healthy
Harward was coerced by the LDS into getting the "vaccine".

https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/vaccinated-byu-starting-center-i-will-
miss-the-rest-of-season-due-to-heart-damage/  

Enraged
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injection 8 days before the incident.

BugMan
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Nothing to see here, keep moving along please....someone call the
morgue..

Dash8
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“People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease...” So are
the unvaxed who are treated with ivermectin and other safe affordable drugs
which the government deliberately withheld from the public. Instead they
pushed a dangerous pseudo-vaccine that continues to kill and injure people
while offering minimal protection that quickly wanes requiring infinite
boosters. They've been lying to us from the beginning. About everything.
They even changed the definition of "vaccine". It's not a vaccine. It's not a
vaccine. It's not a vaccine...

Unindicted Co-Conspirator
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13 1 Reply"
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I was told 2 months ago by a doctor that 98% of covid patients were
unvaccinated.  That number was a lie when Biden used it, and many months
later a doctor was still using it.

Big Beauregard
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Any Dr pushing this shitty jab is scuzm and should be treated as such,
or worse.....much worse

PrintemDano
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Yes, if they don't know they are embarressing themselves to what is
so obvious to the rest of us

If they KNOW, string 'um up

JoeTruckerBidet46
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As the jabbed get sicker and sicker, the hospitals are indeed likely to get
overrun. In New England, almost half the hospitalized are fully jabbed...

boyplunger7777
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And most of the rest have between 1-2 shots & many are likely under
the 14 day window where they call you unvaxxed even tho you are
vaxxed.

 

What we have here is a pandemic of liars.

 

TheLastTrump
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...many are likely under the 14 day window where they call you
unvaxxed even tho you are vaxxed.

You have it exactly right.  Many will be injured or will die from the
"vaccine" that isn't a vaccine, yet the "vaccine" won't be blamed
because the victims (((were unvaccinated))).  These fhuckers try to
(((trick))) us by manipulating our own English language. 

TheHungryCattle
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They are not vaccines.  Just because the CDC changed their definition of a
vaccine doesn't change the fact they are experimental gene therapies.

Eclipster
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you effing ID1OT, they are NOT GENE THERAPIES

the mRNA shot material operates in your CYTOPLASM.  It NEVER
ENTERS THE NUCLEUS

you fking people are too stupid to even understand what mRNA EVEN
IS

Poet1cJust1ce
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If you understand things so well, what are you having a spasm?
 Breathe...breathe! May wisdom bring you peace. Om.

seryanhoj
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Ad hominem and logical fallacies are all you have...it shows low IQ
and whinyness.

Shows your ignorance and unwillingness to have honest dialogue or
debate...the true nature of scientific inquiry is to prove each other
wrong/hold each other accountable and all you are able to do is
repeat consensus of 'experts' who rule over you, dependent on the
govt authority. 

I pray you awaken to see there is no truth in this system/media/gov
policy/'medicine', ma'am.

How bout some independence from gov/media/'medicine'? You
should always look with a skeptical eye and try to disprove
information rather than simply believe their lies/publications/reports.

squib
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Covid has been a great well to tell which friends/colleagues/etc are idiots
and who isn't.

I call it the modern day IQ test.  If you believe the hoax, you're an idiot. 

Chinaflu4u
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People who have a great deal of education can be easily manipulated. 
This brings up my saying, "they must have gone to school to be that
stupid..."

Fish Gone Bad
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Reports have been that Phds are most likely NOT to believe the
hype and get the jabs. 

Whydah
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I have intelligent friends with science degrees from highly respecatable
institutions, who believe this utter swill and refuse (scientists?) to
question it.

Totally mind-blowing.

JMRPete
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Like 9/11... I have 2 friends and 1 communist acquaintance with IQs
above my cat's.

GGBB
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I always used to give people the benefit of a doubt, but as the years passed
I became better and better at seeing through the bullshit.

Now they've made it even simpler. Anything the government/MSM says is a
lie.

Don't even waste your time trying to figure out what scam they're trying to
run. Just know that they are scamming you and prepare accordingly.

toady
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google conveniently launched a "fact check" section of the news here,
so now i can quickly check if something is true or not, everything in
their fact check is guaranteed to be a lie

gringoexpress
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You know something is over the target when you search for it and
the top results are all "fact checkers."

Blankenstein
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Justapleb
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Doubling down, tripling down - they keep pushing the death shots despite
mounting evidence.

I do not believe death shots lower severity when you compare to healthy
people taking vitamin C, D, and zinc.

Or Ivermectin, or Hydroxychloroquine.  

I expect to lose any government benefits I paid decades for, like SS and
Medicaid at retirement.  But I would rather be a pureblood and alive. 
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You shouldn't lose anything....fight for your rights, do not give up,
these people will cave when push comes to shove.

Dash8
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It all changes after the '22 election.

DeportThemAll
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Except there is no "vaccination". There is an experimental genomic therapy
with short-term, diminishing efficacy and unknown long term effects.

It might very well merit the term Vaccecution.

 

 

TheABaum (FJB)
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vaccinated are spreading covid 

learnofjesuits
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Well, at least getting it and transmitting it, yes. Just like the rest of us.
So why the poison dart to begin with...more to it than we know.

Bocephus
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My friend had a heart attack a few weeks ago.  He had the vax a few
months ago.  They say he had a large clot in an artery, but all other arteries
are clear.

This will NEVER be attributed to the vax, but there is NO other cause.

Too much unreported, misreported and downright lies!

#FJB

jusjubee
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Wow, with a sample size of 1, how could anyone argue?

 

Did he eat a lot of hamburgers?

Truthtellers
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Obesity epidemic causes 300k excess deaths per year est. and we
don't ask them for health passports before they enter restaurants
with daily case, hospit., death updates

etcimon
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Downvote douche HATES factual anecdotes from those who have died
from a jab.

Hipneck911
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My resistance to the jab increases in direct proportion to the insistence of
the pushers.

TessieTickles
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If a child dies after taking a COVID "vaccine", they might earn a 15 second
news story on the TEEVEE that makes no mention of their vaccine status.  In
fact, they never mention vaccine status in those died suddenly stories....it's
as if the "vaccine" doesn't exist.  

TheHungryCattle
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There's 74 MILLION children in this country.

About 400 of them have died from this virus

No one knows how many of those unfortunate children had serious
pre-existing conditions. Even stipulating that they were in top notch
condition, 400 divided by 74,000,000 is a vanishingly small number.

 

ANYONE who would risk their children's lives and health on some flat
earth junk science garbage like these "vaccines" are not fit parents.
And NO, unlike the shrieking maniacs on the other side, I'm not atll
saying take away those kids from their parents. Because I am not a
fuuking communist after all.

 

Sadly, many of these children might be "taken away" soon enough,
by the side effects of this DNA scrambler. This just makes me so angry,
I can't even say! WTF is wrong with these people? Did no one ever
show them how to think for themselves?

SonOfSammm
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with 

squib

About 400 of them have died from this virus
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What?

toejam
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You stickler! lol

When trying to be a part of their matrix, one uses their
language.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/9b6Xlww2lumd/

squib
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Truth is not an option.

toejam
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I'm calling it a Pandemic Of Obedient Population.

If only I could think of a cool acronym for it...

Only Way Out
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POOP- though I am quite sure you knew that...;-)

Tiberius Gracchus
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Gunter Kampf's efforts are to be applauded, but it is too late for a truth in an
empire of lies. The unvaccinated, the vaccinated who feel completely
betrayed under this continuing abuse, and those who have not recovered
from the LockDowns, will make 2022 a year to remember.

RagaMuffin
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Help them along with the TRUTH.

Dr Truth
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The Lambo strain been ripping through big pharma board rooms for the past
6 months.  Thoughts and prayers.

Ag KING
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I thought it was the Ferrari variant. 

JoeyChernenko
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Science cannot keep up with the replication rate

oellinas
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If you want to kill off the ultra-rich, give each of them a small
experimental aircraft.  

 

NoDebt
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Exactly: Aviation is the fastest way to turn MONEY into noise
and smoke.

AlbinoBlackRabbit
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Sadly true....but it is still how I plan to go once I get rich.

lasvegaspersona
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They wanted to go even BIGGER this time so they
ressurrected the Delorean variant!!

Chevrus
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A Ligma outbreak of untold proportions.

Talion
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In the end, only the Omega Men will remain....

Chevrus
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HEY,  leave the PACKERS out of this! !

Dr Truth
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What is ripping thru board rooms is the screaming    YEE HAH ! !     of
MASSIVE PROFIT DELUSIONS OF GRANDEUR.        

Dr Truth
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In which case, one would have to wonder the point of vaccination.

css1971

the unvaccinated threaten the vaccinated
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And many other simple questions which for some reason so many are
ignoring?

Common sense isn't so common I guess.

 

spartansask
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No common sense allowed in a psyop.

Logic is kryptonite to a psyop. 

JMRPete
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Stop making sense.

pine_marten
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Follow the rabbit hole and i assure you , the jab business
(((they're))) insisting is so diabolical.
The Game Plan: Making Every Human into a Digital Node on the Control
Grid

https://geopolitics.co/2021/01/20/the-mrna-covid-vaccine-is-not-a-
vaccine/

Is this an exaggeration?

No it’s not. Moderna states on their website that their mRNA technology
platform is a “software of life” and “functions very much like an operating
system on a computer.” This is straight from their website: 

almost

“It is designed so that it can plug and play interchangeably with
different programs. In our case, the “program” or “app” is our mRNA
drug – the unique mRNA sequence that codes for a protein.”
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Ease up on that shit, moosh!

Dogspurt
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Shit happens.

Right now, bigly.

JMRPete
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I don't know what's happening in your world, but in my world, the only
people who are sick and/or dead are the vaxxed.  Every pureblood I know is
just fine.

fackbankz
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Pureblood? wfh are you on about. In my world vaccination reduced
mortality in the 2nd wave and life is getting back to normal.

tooktheredpill
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Did you take the red pill as a suppository?

StuffyourVAXX
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Your world must not being a heavilly vaxxed nation because thier
cases are increasing not decreasing? Where are you ?

Chevrus
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Let's get a few facts straight:

#1:  The COVID19 fake-vaccines ... ARE NOT VACCINES.

#2:  The COVID19 fake-vaccines ... DO NOT PREVENT YOU FROM
CATCHING COVID19.

#3:  The COVID19 fake-vaccines ... ARE VASTLY MORE DANGEROUS
AND DEADLY THAN COVID19.

#4:  The so-called Omicron variant ... IS A REAL AND FAIRLY GOOD
VACCINE AGAINST COVID19.

Shall I continue?

##########

An addendum to #4 above:  taken with ivermectin + zinc + vitamin D +
vitamin C.

inorganic
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you're wrong about #3

Omicron may actually be a lab leak

it's either that or it incubated in an immunocompromised person for
months

Poet1cJust1ce
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At this rate people are going to be begin to question the honesty of political
hacks and government idiot bureaucrats. 

yerfej
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This is the sort of thing that gives lying, deception and treachery a bad
name.

seryanhoj
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They are going to wonder if they popped up from under a mushroom
or a pile of bison excrement.

Utopia Planitia
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They already are, confidence in the health care industry is at an all time
low.

Lyman54
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The diabolical part of this is to have drawn all these naive people into taking
the vaccine so that they will naturally defend it and naturally see "the
unvaccinated" as refusers. Meanwhile, it's hard to participate in a society
this dumb and forgive the vaccinated for what is obviously a downloaded
psychosis. 

athenae
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Afternoon wumao!

athenae
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It's a "game plan" that has been used multiple times by dictators
throughout history.

What are the conditions in any society that will cause a people to
willingly sacrifice their freedoms? Mattias Desmet has studied and
lectured extensively on this phenomenon. He is a professor of clinical
psychology at Ghent University has and holds a masters degree in
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statistics.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqPJiM5Ir3A
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They've taken the deep psychological 'frame' of the nurturing family
and perverted it into a tool of Satan.

Let's just be clear here.

These Karens are being played, very skillfully and deliberately, as an
act of civilization-ending terrorism.

The fact that they like it is interesting and gross, and shows how deep
the sht that we're all in really is.

Jim in MN
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When the Karens and their emasculated Ken dolls expire, that will
clear the air. Because it will only be us Thinking People vs the so
called "elites" bent on our destruction.

I DO NOT WANT THIS TO HAPPEN. 

I would much prefer that Karen and Ken wake TF up, and come to
their senses, especially with regard to any children they have. I just
don't see any way to get past their cult programming.

I have to protect my family first. Wishful thinking doesn't do that

SonOfSammm
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Simple logic.  If the vaccine worked,  there would be no fear of the
unvaccinated. 

Cloud9.5
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That's right, if the "vaccine" worked, it would create immunity.  Heck,
TPTB might want to consider scrubbing the word immunity from
dictionaries and the internet.  Can't have the people knowing what
immunity is, can they.

TheHungryCattle
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...then no vaccine for a respiratory virus has ever worked 

hollywoodguy
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even worse...all attempts to create a corona virus vax led to ADE:

https://thenewamerican.com/french-nobel-prize-winner-warns-
vaccines-facilitate-development-of-deadlier-covid-variants-
urges-the-public-to-reject-jabs/

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/74-percent-covid-19-
cases-massachusetts-outbreak-occurred-fully-vaccinated-
people-cdc

https://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-
center/vaccine-safety/antibody-dependent-enhancement-and-
vaccines

wickster
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Busy Beaver.

replaceme
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Yep.  I'm tired of the lies and false narrative.

Time to share the facts.  This must end.

wickster
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If it worked, you would have to pay for it.

J Jason Djfmam
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Depends what you mean by "worked".

There has never been a vaccine for a respiratory virus that conferred
immunity. 

hollywoodguy
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I love my immune system.

I trust it.

I train it by exposing it to -10C in t-shirt and shorts, and often fast for at
least 24 hours, to help the body 'defragment' through autophagy. I don't
wear sunglasses - it's like going to a music venue with earplugs.

When I get ill, I drink litres of tea with sugar and lemon, whilst my
temperature is above normal.

I rarely stay ill for more than a day or two.

The immune system benefits from good management - a smallpox vaccine
sure - but this shite is poison.

yojimbo
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Great T-shirt.

Jim in MN
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df it is

it merely uses your immune system to develop an Ab pipeline for c19
spike

that's it.

nothing more

mortality risk is 10x higher without it- this has been demonstrated
EVERYWHERE data is kept.

you want fkin Texas DHS?  I'll give you that...UK?  Got it...Israel?

df is wrong with you people

you don't wanna get a shot, don't...IDGAF.  but stop fking LYING about
it

Poet1cJust1ce
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Except, VAERS data is underestimated by 40x-50x (using
anaphylaxis as a proxy), so you have around 1-2 million dead from
the bioweapon in the US and Europe. 

I had covid - for two days (anosia for another day).. actually good
fun, happy I managed to catch the mythical creature before you with
leaky bioweapons turn it into a real killer - I need my immune system
to be aware of the danger!

yojimbo
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The key point is there are preventative and therapeutic regimens
that work for those who have the self discipline and knowledge to
do so.

So the broadly calculated 10x mortality risk does not apply to that
group. My personal assessment is that the risk of the jab is higher
than the risk of a nasty /cold/flu.

Therefore a "one size fits all" public policy is totally inappropriate.

 

BaNNeD oN THe RuN
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Still waiting for an answer to this:

If the vaccine works, why are there more deaths this year from covid, where
a vaccine is available, than last year, where there was no vaccine? And the
year is not even over yet.

crazybob369
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especially when everyone knows that the lethality of a virus declines
over time.

behind the curtain
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Because -

 

wait for it

 

wait.......

 

RACISM!!!!!

White privilege!!!!

Xenophobia!!!!!

Shirley Yugest
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Your answer is: go to gulag for questioning wisdom of Supreme Soviet.

Ms. Erable
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at what time of year?

the worst months were pre-vax, like Jan 21 was the all-time high for
C19 deaths in the US

also, people like ZHtards won't get one.  The US is only at 61% vax
rate.

Poet1cJust1ce
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Didn't answer the question. 61% is still higher than 0%, last I
checked.

crazybob369
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Calling people retards isn't an effective strategy for engaging them.
Just thought you should know.

Demologos
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The only winners here in the end will be the unjabbed.

jim942
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That would include the only government employees not covered by the
mandate... members of congress.

Fish Gone Bad
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No, it doesn't. Feeling lonely? There may be Vax, Cardiac support
groups forming soon

4medicinalpurposesonly
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https://www.verifythis.com/article/news/verify/government-
verify/congress-staff-exempt-from-federal-covid-19-vaccine-
mandate/536-4175a8a3-649b-4ae6-87e2-60df8a6967a8

Fish Gone Bad
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Another article in the inevitable trend to CYA before this all blows up.

Budnacho
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blows up? these demons are just getting started!

NoPasaran
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I think I hate seeing her face as much as I hate seeing Hillary Clinton’s face. 

FLgirl
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She told Daddy she wanted to be an equestrian and he thought she
said equine.

Utopia Planitia
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Hillary is actually eyeing the WH right now....that slimey old bitch thinks
she has a path to be POTUS...hahahah.

glenlloyd
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Should she be successful, Red vs. Blue will become a hot war.

Edit: Actually, I fear she is so narcissistic that she will want her name
remembered for eternity and will go out of her way to trigger a
nuclear war. After all, her days are numbered so she has bugger all
to lose.

Bollockinell
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Its enough to make you wonder why women were ever called
"the fair sex"... in both meanings of that term

NuYawkFrankie
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"People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease but are still
a relevant part of the pandemic."

and people who are vaccinated have all the risk of adverse reactions to the
vaccine.

jeff montanye
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amen, everyone forgets that added risk

TheLastTrump
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The mRNA and adenoVIRUS shots appear to be weakening people's
immune systems so that they are more likely to be infected versus the un-
vaccinated.  The population is being primed for a truly deadly virus - stay
tuned.

ZH_Formosa
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I can tell you that if you want to find the evidence that Moderna was
working on the vaccine before the virus ever emanated out of the
[Wuhan] lab – If you want to find the collisions and the operations
between The Gates Foundation, and GAVI, and CEPI, and Pfizer, and
Moderna, and the vaccine manufacturers, and the Wuhan lab, and the
National Institutes of Health, and Ralph Baric, and the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and how this was all organized [the
information is avilible]. In addition to citing several source texts that
have compiled a timeline of the events that led to the Wu-flu outbreak,
McCollough also spoke about a pandemic planning seminar that was
held at Johns Hopkins University in 2017. The group of public health
researchers looked at a ‘hypothetical’ virus outbreak that was named
SPARS, which was also supposed to be a coronavirus that is related to
SARS and MERS (just like Covid-19 is). Coincidence?

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/going-viral-dr-peter-
mccullough-joins-joe-rogan-says-medical-elites-purposely-
suppressed-treatments-order-force-mass-vaccinations/

Treavor
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This shot doesn't prevent you from catching the disease, spreading the
disease, getting sick from the disease, being hospitalized and according to
Fauci, the "vaccine" may now make things worse, yet they want everyone to
get the shot. Interesting. So many of these politicians, and Supreme Court
Injustices Amy Coney-Barrett, Brett Kavanaugh and the Satanic John
"Epstein's Island" Roberts are all good with this being forced on people
against their Constitutional rights, civil rights, Religious rights and will
because they can get away with it? What a disgrace and history will prove it
and curse them forever for their evil actions. Roberts, Phony Barrett and
Kavanaugh will all pay for their actions and inactions before the throne of
God.

Last Man Standing
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"This shot" is the bio weapon.

Totally_Disillusioned
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Agree, va666ines have always been weapons against sheep. What
is the biological component?

squib
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It's not a vaccine.  And good afternoon to you fellow dirty anti-vaxxers.

TheHungryCattle
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Is the flu vaccine a vaccine? 

hollywoodguy
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Forget what your TV and the politicians say.  If it doesn't create
immunity, it is not a vaccine.

TheHungryCattle
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You can have your own personal lexicon where words mean
whatever you think they mean. Really, it's fine. Just don't expect
reality to comply.

Carry on. 

hollywoodguy
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Tell the fking CDC that, they're the ones that changed the
definition of a vaccine to accommodate their abomination of a
EUA. 

 

Get a fking grip & quit spewing misinformation.

TheLastTrump
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You mean like "woke?"   How about "intersectionality?"   Even
my spell checker balked at that one.
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No.  That's an intellectually dishonest argument.

People/agencies cannot arbitrarily change the definition of
words.

Words are defined so that we all know the meaning.  If
definitions constantly change at a bureaucrats will, there is no
consistency and they lose all meaning. 

Changing definitions is purposefully destructive to honest and
open conversation.

Exception: Definitions of words may change organically, over
time.  What the cdc did was the furtherest thing from an
organic change.

desertdog
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The flu vaccine? It's not a EUA.

TheLastTrump
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Nope its a best guess as to what flu strain will be most widespread. 
And Its not MRNA garbage tech.

3wood
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Funny, I didn't notice any pushback to the use of the word
'vaccine' when it came to the flu vaccine, for decades. 

If we need to be more succinct in our language then so be it. We
can add that to the wish list. Expecting that kind of semantic
nuance, in reality, is crazy. 

hollywoodguy
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I never took those flu "vaccines".  You didn't notice me
pushing back?

TheHungryCattle
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No. Because you weren't pushing back on the
nomenclature or the mandates for their use, that have
existed for decades. 

hollywoodguy
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Because you weren't pushing back on the nomenclature...

I don't allow myself to get caught up in (((word games))), I let
my feet do the talking.  I didn't get these COVID "vaccines"
either. 

Shalom.

 

TheHungryCattle
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Nah bro, your original post about the word exists, just scroll
up to see it. You most definitely are caught up in a word
game. 

hollywoodguy
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Here is what moderna had to say from 2019
(https://investors.modernatx.com/financials/annual-
reports/default.aspx):  

"mRNA possesses inherent characteristics that could
serve as the foundation for a new class of medicines"
Distinguished between "Traditional Vaccines" that
introduce attenuated or live virus & "mRNA vaccines"
that are "Using a person’s own cells"
Distinguishes between a therapy and a vaccine:
"produce protein therapeutics or vaccine antigens"

mrna vaccines is clearly a new type of vaccine that is
distinguished enough to warrant it's own definition.

At best, the current covid mrna shots are a therapeutic.

desertdog
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 I don't think you understand the difference between a
clarification and something completely different.

The core of the definition didn't change with the flu shot: a
substance introduced into your body that stimulates your
immune system to create immunity.

Gene therapy mrna shots are it’s own category. 

Therapy lessens the sickness.

Immunity prevents it. 

desertdog
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Even when they guess right it's not great. The efficacy they quote
us always that year when they guessed right.

seryanhoj
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...and yet nobody chirped about calling it a vaccine. Hmmm

hollywoodguy
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Besides splitting hairs, do you actually have a point?

ebear
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Yeah: words matter 

hollywoodguy
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Same questions I've been asking for a while now.

If the vaxxine doesn't prevent transmission, why are there vaxxine
cards/passports?

If the vaxxine doesn't prevent you from getting Covid, why is it mandated?

If the logic of these questions bothers you, perhaps you are irrational.

dbsbunker
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You are right but, the bottom line is Money, Money, Money

Chain Man
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They've settled on the final lie that getting vaxxed helps prevent severe
disease or death, & crowded ICU's. 

 

The vaxxed are the clear majority in hospitals & get serious
symptoms requiring ICU services. 80% of UK deaths are fully vaxxed.
If they DIED they were likely in ICU.

 

They lie about everything, take nothing at face value.

 

Those who repeat their lies are useful idiots programmed for
destruction. Ignore them.

TheLastTrump
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"....helps prevent severe disease or death, & crowded ICU's. "

Even if that were true, it's only so because of denial of early
treatment with any one of a half dozen drugs that are know to work. 
(No need to list them at this point).

ebear
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A lot of people's heads hurt. when you mention glaring contradictions
and lies in the approved scenario. 

 

seryanhoj
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but...But....BUT...(((TeeVee))) would never lie to me!

JFC... just for their own sake I wish these people would stop letting
others do all their thinking for them

SonOfSammm
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When all you've got is a needle, everything looks like an arm.

Jim in MN
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It's a pandemic of the stupid.

 

Shirley Yugest
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My 40-year-old sister with no history of serious illness was unable to drive
her vehicle on Sunday because she felt so bad. I heard that she had taken
her third jab less than 2 weeks before this incident. Meanwhile my 72-year-
old father and I are out doing whatever we want because we're unjabbed
and feel fine. 

I'm taking the Ivan Drago stance; "If she dies, she dies." She was warned
more than once. 

Green2Delta
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well, if you catch C19, same thing to you

i will LOL

i LOL'd hard when I heard about romanians who were begging for the
shots as they were in the ICU literally dying from C19.

dumfuks.  do SOMETHING, IVM, whatever...but do something.

Poet1cJust1ce
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Look at you moron, too stupid to even read any data that shows
your dumb jab for what it is.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/weve-now-killed-close-to-
twice-as

Hipneck911
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More media propaganda. Are you retarded? 

afronaut
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73 year old neighbor, otherwise in very good health, got a booster and
immediately had a ruptured appendix. It's very rare for a person of that
age to develop that condition as the median age is around 28. Meh.
Maybe a coincidence, maybe not.

Indelible Scars
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All the same sorry to hear. I've had the same struggles in our family
and nobody is taking the booster but all double tapped. At least I can
be thankful for that...

1CSR2SQN
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Oh no, a disease that is most likely to be asymptomatic, has a low mortality
rate (near non-existent without comorbidities) is spreading like wildfire.  

As long as most people are fine, shouldn't we be encouraging this spread
on a mostly harmless illness to actually help gain herd immunity from this
man-made bug?

 

Andro1345
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I'd say, of course we should. Everything like that screams at me,
terminating covid is not the real aim  and, no, I don't own a tinfoil hat.

It's also hard to believe every country and their medical institution sing
the same song. When you csntrely on anyone to tell the truth it's
frustrating and alarming. Maybe this guy is telling the truth?

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-9798365/GRAHAM-
BRADY-believe-real-purpose-masks-social-control-time-stop-
fear.html?ito=email_share_article-top

seryanhoj
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The masks are 98.2% ineffective.  Not counting the tolerances. That
is from the CDC.

Of course they are about social control, they aren't useful for
anything else.

Might as well wear a special bracelet, do a few magical turns in a
circle and jingle you keys above your head to scare away the virus
every time you come across another person.  Probably be more
effective from people actually making an effort to keep their distance
from you.

Andro1345
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Whoops.

Only Way Out

vaccinated individuals continue to have a relevant role in
transmission.
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I think it will just take a 2nd 3rd booster to finally get us out of this; and
then just 3 of the 2 sigma shots after that.

desertdog
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while living in your basement for another 2 years ordering from
amazon and uber eats...

Zerogenous_Zone
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Pandemic of Political Medicine...

carbonmutant
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Someone called me a conspiracy theorist the other day. I replied "then you
must be the conspirator."

Peter Pan
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There is a pandemic of idiocy. There is no cure. The internet is making it go
exponential.

tooktheredpill
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Big Pharma probably lobbied governments to launch shaming campaigns
against unvaccinated people. The same companies that tell people over 50
must take at least 10 different pills a day to survive.

hai
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undoubtedly

glenlloyd
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Probably?

They spent a few billion on PR and advertising and made tens of
billions on vax contracts.

We're gonna need a lot of rope. 

fackbankz
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Given that they can buy entire governments? Yeah...quite likely. And
if that dont work, there are other methods they can use.

Chevrus
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Covid-19 is a viral disease SPREAD BY THE VACCINATED due to their
DECREASED IMMUNE SYSTEM, which has been hampered by the
UNVERIFIED VIRAL COCKTAIL surging through their veins!

 

(How's that for covid-racism!?)
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I couldn't agree more.

I think the evidence supports it too.

glenlloyd
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Eveidence they are busilly censoring and cancellaing as fast as they
can.

At this point I have zero sympathy. The Branch Covidians (rather
than the Fence-Sitters) would have us rounded up, impounded,
forcibly injected. It does not inspire compassion on my part. So to
this I say: Booster-UP!

Chevrus
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/2nd-anderson-high-school-student-
dies-in-a-week/ar-AARLQAE

An Anderson High School student has died suddenly, the second student
death at the school in one week.

Jim in MN
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Don't you get tired of so many coincidences? I do.

Oldwood
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I need the ones that are going to happen to happen now so that my
kid can wake up.

BeerBelly
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Anyone else getting sick & tired of seeing Walensky's maggot-gagging ugly
mug???

NuYawkFrankie
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%
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even more sick of it than hearing about COVID

RockyR
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Another Demonic Pro-Vaxxer returns to the pit. dies from the vaccine he
claimed saved lives…

No Mr. Hiatt, the vaccine is designed to take lives.

You decided to ridicule and demonize Anti-Vaxxers trying to warn you…

You decided to find out the hard way.

Schaudenfreude is automatic you evil mfkr.

burn in Hell Hiatt.

—-

Neocon WashPo Editor Who Trashed Anti-Vaxxers Dies Of 'Sudden Cardiac
Arrest'

Dec. 07, 2021

https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62726

“Washington Post editorial page editor Fred Hiatt, a bloodthirsty neocon
who used his position to shill America into the war in Iraq and push forced
vaccines, died on Monday after suffering from sudden cardiac arrest.”

A few quites from his Twitter:

“The right’s reckless anti-vaccine campaign is not mere pandering. It’s
fatal.”

-Hiatt

”Covid-19 is the No. 1 killer of police officers. Unions are supposed to
protect their members' health and welfare. So why do their unions oppose
mandating vaccines?”

-Hiatt

”Gov. Ron DeSantis of Florida, a Republican, has descended to a jaw-
dropping level of cynicism. Fining local governments that impose vaccine
mandates... promoting false claims about life-saving vaccines...”

-Hiatt

“Hiatt, 66, "had sudden cardiac arrest on Nov. 24 while visiting his daughter
in Brooklyn, said his wife, Margaret 'Pooh' Shapiro, and did not regain
consciousness," the Post reported. “

“The Post imposed a vaccine mandate back in July to "help safeguard the
health and safety" of employees, though they provided exceptions for
medical and religious reasons.”

“Washington Post editorial page editor Fred Hiatt, a bloodthirsty neocon
who used his position to shill America into the war in Iraq and push forced
vaccines, died on Monday after suffering from sudden cardiac arrest.”

“Despite relentlessly pushing the Russiagate hoax and attacking Donald
Trump from all fronts on the Post's editorial page, Hiatt published articles
praising him for attacking Syria (based on lies). “

“Though Hiatt was a rabid neocon when it came to American foreign policy,
he was a radical leftist on domestic policy. He published endless editorials
advocating for Big Tech censorship, hate speech laws, mass immigration,
gun control, forced vaccines, covid tyranny, transgenderism, anti-white
critical race theory, fake meat and so on.”

paranoid.dragon
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i dont feel pity for is ahole.good riddance  

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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shall we say yippee ki-yay, mf

Sensei CP3
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Relocated to the McCain Bush Ginzburg extremely warm retirement
community.

sbin
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>But this view is far too simple.

It's not too simple, it's (1) dead bang wrong and (2) meant to work up the
fearful until they slaughter their neighbors.

This is The Walensky Lie, and she showed her numbers, by counting all the
cases, hospitalizations, and fatalities since Jan 1, 2021, it was "kind of true"
when she said it in July 2021, because 99% really had occurred - BEFORE
THE VACCINES WERE AVAILABLE.

But as guidance for what to do today it was certainly misleading, or let's be
frank, an outright lie.

... and it's exactly what public health types are taught in school (especially
as none of them have medical training, and none of them can do math or
logic or they'd go into another line of work), this is The Noble Lie, meant to
"nudge" people into doing what public health has been tasked (by whom?)
to deliver, sheep to the jab.

--

So it matters *when* you said it, and what you "meant".  But it's wrong
anyway, because even by July 2021, and exactly *because* the virus had
already been at large for 18 months, even (!) the unvaccinated already had
natural immunity, virtually every one had been infected and recovered, once,
twice, or three times a COVID, but very mild cases.

So it was never simple, it's a big, fat, steaming hunk of lie.

Have a nice day.

I Write Code
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Yep.  They perceive lying as their job.  It's been said in the open.

Jim in MN
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Fauci has admitted it, on camera, about his own behavior.

It really isn't much of a secret.

I Write Code
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~PANDEMIC-OF-FAKE-SCIENCE~

The Mainstream Historical Establishment’s “Official Version” of Nazi
Germany (NOT taught in American public or private schools, and NOT
mentioned by the media), claims that Hitler began his campaign of genocide
against the Jews by fomenting hatred against them by claiming they had
infectious diseases and were a threat of spreading these diseases to the rest
of German population and that they were selfish and did not care that they
were knowingly spreading diseases.

This is why the German population had no problem as they watched Hitler
rounding up all the Jews and sending them to “Quarantine” camps (AKA
concentration camps).

Now we see the likes of Australia creating actual “Quarantine Camps”, with
Australians rounded up and held against their will, as the Western World
thinks this is ok…

Also it should be known that at least 9 million Christians were murdered in
Nazi concentration camps, and the official number of Jews that died in Nazi
consentratiom camps was recently revised down to 5 million (because
history matters). 

The “civilized” Western Nations signed into the Nuremburg Code and
promised to never let such atrocities happen again, like Nazi human medical
experimentation and medical interventions without consent, and the
demonization and genocide of certain groups of people.

There are now Forced or coerced or mandatory or reauired medical
interventions of vaccines, covid testing, and masking, etc. And now
Quarantine camps exist as well as quarantine hotels with people held
against their will in Ireland, the UK, Netherlands, etc. This directly violates
the Nuremburg Code and Natural Human Rights.

Western nations have begun banning the unvaccinated from travel and even
buying food, which is a death sentence by starvation.

The signs are all there, that there are Neo-Liberal Nazis currently holding
power at the highest levels of government and big business, utilizing the
Nazi paradigm.

The same propaganda used by Hitler to demonize a part of the population
as “diseased” and a “danger to society” and are “selfish” are being used to
demonize the unvaccinated.

The end goal is to militarily mobilize the population under the false pretense
of defending humanity against the unvaccinated.

A “cause celebre”, if you will.

The obvious dangers of the vaccines, and now the massive numbers of
horrific side effects (like myocarditis, brain bleeding, aneurysms, etc) and
vaccine deaths have me horrified at the thought of taking the vaccines.

There is no scenario under which i would consent or submit to this deadly
and wicked vaccine.

From the CDC itself:

—-

“However, since vaccines are not 100% effective at preventing infection,
some people who are fully vaccinated person is referred to as a
breakthrough infection. People who get vaccine breakthrough infections can
be contagious…”

Nov. 19, 2021

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/fully-vaccinated-
guidance.html#anchor_1619526549276

—-

“Vaccinated people can still become infected and have the
potential to spread the virus to others”

“Investigations are ongoing to further assess the risk of transmission from
fully vaccinated persons with SARS-CoV-2 infections to other vaccinated
and unvaccinated people. Early evidence suggests infections in fully
vaccinated persons caused by the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 may be
transmissible to others”

Sept. 15, 2021

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/science/science-briefs/fully-
vaccinated-people.html

—-

and here is just more supression of scientic facts regarding Covid and the
dangers of the vaccine, by false beacon of truth and falsely self-claimed
moral authority known as Twitter:

Twitter will now ban users that repeatedly claim vaccinated people can
spread Covid

December 11, 2021

https://reclaimthenet.org/twitter-ban-vaccines-spread-virus/

‘Twitter has quietly updated its “COVID-19 misleading information policy” to
impose new sanctions on tweets about vaccines, PCR tests, and health
authorities [as of December 2nd 2021]…’

“[Twitter] policy now states that Twitter will label tweets with “corrective
information” and give users a strike if they: “

> “Claim that “the vaccines will cause you to be sick, spread the virus, or
would be more harmful than getting COVID-19” ;

> ‘claims that people who have received the vaccine can spread or shed the
virus (or symptoms, or immunity) to unvaccinated people”’

> ‘users that use research and statistical findings to “make claims contrary
to health authorities…”’

—-

“if you like your Covid propanda, you can keep your Covid propaganda…”

”We vaccinated some folks…”

—-

People who obey the proganda do not necessarily believe the propaganda
is true, but see it as a means to murder those they hate.

There is no one left to “wake up”.

Those who have submitted to the agenda agree to the agenda.

The sooner people realize this reality the safer and better prepared they will
be to survive.

paranoid.dragon
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mass formation of hypnosis around a narrative.

Wake up sheeple.  Wake up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqPJiM5Ir3A

What are the conditions in any society that will cause a people to
willingly sacrifice their freedoms? Mattias Desmet has studied and
lectured extensively on this phenomenon. He is a professor of clinical
psychology at Ghent University has and holds a masters degree in
statistics.

wickster
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There are still little Hitlers on Zero who never miss an opportunity to
blame their progressive failure on the "tribe".

SummerSausage
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Why are so many airline pilots dying?...

https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/why-are-so-many-airline-pilots-dying/

boyplunger7777
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pray that one does not fly into a building. pilots only take control for
take-off and landing. crash landing at a european airport would be the
most likely disaster scenario.

hooligan2009
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I am now highly suspicious of all these blue state 'hospitalizations'.

Does anyone here know anyone who actually just got really sick, went to the
doctor on purpose with covid, then went to the hospital, on purpose,
because of covid?

Recently?

This is starting to look a lot more like just take anyone who wanders into the
ER or outpatient, give them a faulty 'test' and then slam them into the
murder protocol.

Jim in MN
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Yes I do. They were ultimately ok but it was touch and go for them for a
little bit. 

Illegitimi-Non-Carborundum
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I don't know anyone who even got serious flu symptoms. 

ItsDanger
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i know multiple people who nearly died

know several long covid cases in extended group of people i know

Poet1cJust1ce
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lIaR.

Jim in MN
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I know a dude whose family caught C19 last week and had shots

kids, father, mother...sister...a whole bunch of them

my friend didn't...he had already had his whole family get it in February
2021.

worst flu he ever had according to him...wife STILL CANNOT SMELL
and it's 10 months later

Poet1cJust1ce
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Maybe her companions can no longer stink.

seryanhoj
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Pandemic of LIARS

JMRPete
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Vaccinated have their immune system damaged by spike protein. They'll
end up like zombies from the Resident Evil

PieceOfCake
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Did you even finish elementary school?

birdhouse
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The FACT is that the jabs DO damage ones immune system, making
them more likely to get sick.  But hey keep your head in the sand
loser.

Hipneck911
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https://www.realnotrare.com/

https://vaccineimpact.com/

And there are other sites.

Let the trolls and their Unifingers down vote away.

 

Bostwick9
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They are all liars. I wouldn't trust any government medical bureaucrat to tell
me if it was raining outside. They have lied about everything from the
beginning, "for our own good". I'll never believe a thing they say again. Ever.

GreatCaesar'sGhost
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Iraq WMD was not very reassuring either. Neither was the
Kennedy. brothers affair or the third building. And they wonder why
alternative explanations are everywhere.

Now they say they were lying about aliens but are now telling truth but
I doubt it. If they've decide to credit aliens there is an ulterior motive.

seryanhoj
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Walensky and her whole family should be jabbed and boosted on live TV,
along with anyone at the CDC who pushes this crapola.

DeplorableGlobalConflictWatch
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I just couldnt believe that with the new variant announced, with facts that
stated it spreads quickly but isnt a serious flu virus.

No one has died, and the population swallows it all with increased anger
towards the unvaccinated.

Im now thinking that humans average IQ is below many of the animals on
this planet.

3.14159
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Estimates are 350,000 DEATHS in the USA alone - all linked to these
damned jabs. Is this woman insanely ignorant, or is she criminally insane?
This monster needs to share a permanent bunk with Hillary.

LOCK HER UP!! LOCK HER UP!!

Weihan
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Masks, social distancing, lockdowns and failed vaccines. They have all
failed badly. Stop listening to government health officials and "experts". Do
your own research, you are officially on your own.

boyplunger7777
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SO-CALLED COVID VACCINES ARE IMMUNO-SUPPRESSANTS!

Jackprong
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no they aren't

Poet1cJust1ce
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The so called vaccines don't work as vaccines.  They may work at killing off
some people, but, not at preventing the spread or contraction of this Covid
flu.

cooperbry
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That picture of Rochelle looks like she wiped with her hand and then
smelled it.

Jim in MN
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Me thinks the lancet is trying to regain its reputation as a premier publisher
of good science.  They certainly lost that credibility earlier in this sh!t show.

 

Anyways, it is not a vaccine. Vaccines give you long lasting immunity to
disease.     

pureblood non GMO Human
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mRna injection that doesn't prevent infection or transmission.

Only 3 or 4 and you might not get as sick as other people.

Helped put a 350 pound 71 year old on an embalming table yesterday.

Fully vaccinated (clot shot)

sbin
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Like many other "journals" the Lancet backed the wrong horse & has
outed itself as mafia subscriber.

One collateral damage from this whole mess is the regular press going
belly up and rescued with govt bailouts, after a year and a half of which
I guess they have got lazy.

Only reason I still get my daily & weekly is the paper boy works hard &
deserves a break.
 

misitu
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" People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease ..."

Another double scoop of Big Pharma bullcrapp...

Vaxx-caused blood clots, heart attacks, strokes and Spongiform are all
"severe"... no?

DeportThemAll
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Its a pandemic of LIES.

cielukman
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Airline Pilot Magazine APLA for December shows one pilot died in 2019,
six in 2020, and 111 in the first nine months of 2021. So many
coincidences, if we could only find the cause…

Why are so many airline pilots dying… – CITIZEN FREE PRESS

 

BugMan
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Downvote douche LOVES pilots dying from poison jabs!  What a
LOSER.

Hipneck911
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It's clear. Covid HATES airline pilots!  next.

Ben Sequestered
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If you aren’t already, it’s time to boycott Kroger.

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/14/kroger-to-eliminate-some-covid-19-
benefits-for-unvaccinated-employees-wsj-reports-.html

 

White Domestic Tourist
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Boycotts do nothing because not enough people join in...   Like I
posted earlier either the general public stands up and says,
"ENOUGH" and stops complying and go on living their lives or there's
revolution.  The gray area  is fading away.

Totally_Disillusioned
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Virginia hospital found in contempt of court for denying patient prescribed
round of Ivermectin

Virginia hospital found in contempt of court for denying patient prescribed
round of Ivermectin | Just The News
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USPS Colluding With The FDA To Hold Packages Containing
Ivermectin?

USPS Colluding With The FDA To Hold Packages Containing
Ivermectin? (redvoicemedia.com)

BugMan
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DAMN!

TheHungryCattle
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Sorry, I'm confused... is the Lancet trying to regain a semblance or
credibility, or what?

Mister E
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It wasn't written by Lancet staff more of a letter to the editor type of
thing.

HenryDavidThoreau
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That way you get credibility for publishing it as well as for the idea
itself.

Crafty, no?

ebear
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The same people who would never ingest GMO foods have
turned themselves into a GMO human being.

Reformed60sradical
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You have a point there. Where I live the wokest people are the biggest
pushers of "vaccines". They search high and low for organic and non-
GMO foods, but willingly roll up their sleeves for experimental drugs
when they are perfectly healthy. 

Capitalist_Pig
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How many Died Suddenly news stories on the TEEVEE will it take before
everyone wakes up? 

TheHungryCattle
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Air Force discharges 27 for refusal to get COVID "vaccine"

Is anyone buying this nonsense?    These were likely unvaxxed troops
whose enlistments were already ending, but it is being (((spun))) like they
were (((kicked out))).  This media stunt will shock exactly 0 people into
getting their "vaccine". 

https://www.politico.com/news/2021/12/13/air-force-discharged-
vaccine-524167

TheHungryCattle
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Even more nonsensical is to believe that there are only 27. 

Indelible Scars
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If your vocation already puts you at risk, would you take a jab that could kill
you, and has only marginal benefit ?

Here's some obituaries for pilots.  The trend is alarming.

https://americanbuddhist.net/2021/12/09/in-memoriam-airline-pilots-
association-deaths-2019-2020-and-2021-rip-%F0%9F%99%8F/

I do not consent.

paid_attention
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It says a lot of them worked at Eastern, TWA, and Northwest, those are
some old dudes. 

George Bayou
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The uptick is quite noticeable, regardless.

Indelible Scars
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You A holes who thought you could travel with 2 'jabs' better hurry and take
your vacation.

Democratic Koolaid111
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fortunately the same government which ZH id1ots assure me there is a
vast conspiracy to enslave us all trusted proof to a fking CARD that
can easily be forged

i mean, I went to France last month, my CDC shot card was sufficient
EVERYWHERE I went...the Pass Sanitaire took them 33 days to
approve and I got it halfway into my trip there.

if you want a 3rd shot, just write it in for yourself.  do you think there
are actually records?  ROTFL

the IRS does your taxes on an assembly language system written in
the 1960s.

Poet1cJust1ce
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The elites don't feel secure until they've tamed democracy and own
the press. They don't play dice with their future.

seryanhoj
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Heart attack = pandemic of the jabbed .

BadApple
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Stroke = pandemic of the jabbed .

BadApple
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During the last week I've seen more squabbling and dissent among the
propagandists than ever before. From unhinged fascism in Europe to
governors and politicians walking away from the narrative in America.

Is it too early to suggest that the wheels are coming off this thing, and the
guilty are going to be running for cover?

ZeroHegemony
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Part A, probably.  Part B, unlikely.

Herbert Marcuse's Pocket Watch
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Eight days ago NCL cruise line ship infected with covid19 scamdemic, all
passengers and crew vaccinated !  Tell that to luciferian Walensky .......

Duke6
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and?

In Norway a couple weeks ago, 80+/110 at a fkin party caught omicron
and so did like 60 people who happened to be in the building the same
day

all were TESTED before they went

ANYONE saying pandemic of unvaxxed is a mor0n but the death rate
is still 5x or more lower with vax.

Poet1cJust1ce
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Until the long term effects kick in after a few years and multiple
boosters. Then you will wish your natural immune system still
worked.

Demologos
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Plus the number of deaths would be dramatically reduced if
effective treatments were not suppressed and if ineffective
treatments like ventilators were stopped.

Demologos
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Yep.  Let us start calling THEM what THEY ARE. 

NAZIS and FASCISTS.

novictim
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yep

Pearls to Swine
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Not the National Socialists. They are not nationalists of any flavor.
Globalists GAZIs?

WeCycledElectrons
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Tribalists works.

Ms. Erable
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These people define nation as a One World Nation (aka NWO).

novictim
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You didn't get the memo . Fascist, socialist , communist...they have
no specific meaning any more. They are general purpose terms if
abuse like 'asshole, bastard, evil one ' It makes life simpler for men
in a hurry.

seryanhoj
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I wrote the memo.

And the memo clearly states that Communists, NAZIs, Fascists,
and Socialists are all Collectivist Totalitarian ideologies that came
out of the Utopian Socialist Movements in the wake of
industrialization.  

But I will give you dispensation to use the term "Asshole
Bastards" to summarize these movements in common
vernacular.  Carry on.

novictim
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You misspelled C U N T S and ARSEHOLES.
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As of November 1, 2021, there have been more adverse events reported
for the COVID vaccines than for all 70+ vaccines combined since they
started tracking adverse events 30 years ago.

Think about that for a second. If you add up the deaths of all vaccines over
a thirty-year period, they are less than the deaths from the covid jab in less
than a year.

The headline should be: This is a pandemic of the vaccinated.

crazybob369
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there have been more shots given by a couple orders of magnitude for
the C19 shots

never before have they rolled out 300M shots in this short a time
period

Poet1cJust1ce
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Not even close when compared to the cumulative number of all
vaccinations over 30 years, Please try harder.

Demologos
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Wow! You are either a new level of stupid, or you're a disingenuous
troll. Let me do the math for you, since it does not appear to be your
strong suit.

Assume 50% of world has received the Covid vax=4,000,000,000.
Further assume another 50% received second and third
dose=4,000,000,000. So, 4+4=8. Therefore, about 8,000,000,000
Covid vax dosages.

Now, let's assume 100,000,000 get vaccines every year. So,
100,000,000X70X30=210,000,000,000

So, you're right about the order of magnitude thing; you just got it
backwards. You know, like your head stuck up your arse.

crazybob369
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It is laughable. Even the statement, "People who are vaccinated have a
lower risk of severe disease but are still a relevant part of the
pandemic." is a lie. Here is the UK health data over the last four months
from theexpose.uk. 

Whilst you were distracted by a Christmas Party the UK Gov. released a
report confirming the Fully Vaccinated account for 4 in every 5 Covid-
19 Deaths in England since August

So I guess that given that 4 out of every 5 covid-19 deaths in the UK deaths
are vaccinated means that they have a lower risk of severe disease?!?

thurstjo63
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No disease 

Theyyyrrre dead 

☠

.  

🤣😎

Wodan 1785 USA
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can you not READ THE FKING DATA?

COVID-19 vaccine surveillance report - week 49
(publishing.service.gov.uk)

it's RIGHT HERE

they have a nice easy table on page 35 for your stupid @sses to look at

other data on 31-34

GFD you people are stupid

Poet1cJust1ce
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I'm beginning to think Omicron was God's Christmas present to the world.

coletrickle45
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"People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease"

Prove it.

TheMysteriousOne
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Death cures all illnesses . 

Wodan 1785 USA
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True enough. Dead people seldom get sick

crazybob369
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ok

COVID-19 vaccine surveillance report - week 49
(publishing.service.gov.uk)

corona control panel (health.gov.il)

COVID-19 Cases and Deaths by Vaccination Status (texas.gov)

 

f#cking ID!OT

Poet1cJust1ce
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Isn't it a false medical claim when someone who is fully-vaccinated says
their COVID-19 symptoms would be worse if they weren't vaccinated;
considering there's absolutely no scientific way to prove that for an
individual case?

'Asking for a friend' (not really)

Blinkyandvulnerable
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little rochelle jewelry collection- piaget earrings, van cleef necklaces, cartier
watch and harry winston ring. her masters know what she likes

mariane202
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the suck oozes off her.

liberty2day
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will she change her tune for a platinum rolex? that is the question

mariane202
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Gold is worth more right now. I'd go with an 18k presidential. 

afronaut
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Twice as much, to be exact. Another thing that should never
happen in a sane world.

crazybob369
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PANDEMIC OF THE VACCINATED

That's more like it!

Too_Smart
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When 100% of the FDA and CDC are triple vaxxed I will get the jab,  On
second thought, no not even then.

Wigglesworth
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You forgot to include Congress since they were exempt from proposed
mandates up to this point.

Joat Hammerfist
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That fact, Congress exemption raises deafening alarm bells.

seryanhoj
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Its not a vaccine.

Its  a  global GMO trial   virus hoaxers@zionisthedge media.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/10/29/the-simple-truth/

BDB
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Remember the faces of the media persinel, the actors/high society and
anyone who pushed the covid narrative and this bioweapon! Start going
back and watching the clips of them. Never forget!

 When we go red alert it's payback.......

Rashomon
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i totally wanna spork her

i never knew this about myself, but apparently i'm attracted to evil powerful
women

HideTheUgly1
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That's nasty.  Find a shrink.

Grummy
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I think Pfizer has a pill for that.

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys
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It will kill you in seconds that you will forget all about her and
everything else.

GreatUncle
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Cheers:

Good show. 

AlbinoBlackRabbit

"If you want to drink all day: YOU HAVE TO START
EARLY!"
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Bit off topic - but being as it is the season they are out with their red kettles:

 "Salvation Army Faces Holiday Shortages After Telling White Donors to
Face Their Racism"

Another company demonizing us (their biggest donors!)

YouJustCouldnt
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I’ll never give to a National charity again. Local food banks and
churches only

OutWithLibs
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There are huge piles of money on the vaccine table. There is nothing they
WON'T say to promote them.

Alice-the-dog
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Liability free no less.....

BYOC!

Chevrus
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I grieve over alll of the people who could have been saved with Ivermectin
but were denied it by Fraudci, CDC, and NIH.  This was mass murder for
profit.

Danedog
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https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/hospitalization-7-day-trend

Lookit the people filling the ICU beds!

The NON-'covid' patients.

If this was a stock chart it'd be a screaming BUY.

Just like funeral services stocks are.

People are dying.  And it's not from the weapon.

Or at least, not the 'Wuhan weapon'.

The other one.

The one your kids' doctor has waiting in the clinic fridge.

Jim in MN
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That's riiiiight....US hospitals have been filling with heart patients &
strokes & immuno compromised disorders for MONTHS NOW.

Our local Covid rush ended in August but my trips to the hospital
parking lots show they're jam packed compared to last year at the
same time!

 

The complaints run the gamut & NO ONE KNOWS WHY????

 

But there's a clue from the country that gave us Monty Python....

 

A NEW FKING DISEASE HAS BEEN FOUND, YES, POST PANDEMIC
STRESS DISORDER (((PPSD))), THAT APPARENTLY ONLY EFFECTS
THE HEART, LEAVING 300,000 UK CITIZENS AS VICTIMS.

TheLastTrump
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--- Do the vaccinated become a breeding ground for COVID mutations?

"Viruses mutate all the time. If you have a vaccine that doesn't block
infection, which is the case with COVID vaccines, the virus will mutate to
evade the immune response within that person."

https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/do-the-vaccinated-become-a-
breeding-ground-for-covid-mutations/

boyplunger7777
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The whole cabal at the WHO, NIH, CDC, NIAID - they are ALL certifiably
insane, and criminal to boot.

Weihan
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McCollough continued: “If you want to see the Johns Hopkins planning
seminar, called the SPARS pandemic, in 2017 where they had a symposium
and people showed up [you can]. They wrote up the symposium’s findings
and they published them. [the document] says it’s going to be a coronavirus
– it’s going to be related to MERS and SARS – it’s going to come over here
to the united states – it’s going to shut down cities and frighten people
there’s going to be confusion regarding a drug (Hydroxychloriquin,
Ivermectin) – and we are going to utilize all that in order to railroad the
population into mass vaccination. It’s [all] laid out in the Johns Hopkins
SPARS pandemic training seminar. 

Watch the clip where Dr. McCollough discusses the pre-planned Covid
pandemic here:

 

 

In case you were wondering about the Johns Hopkins report that
McCullough cites…

Treavor

The only thing they got wrong was the year, they said it was going to
be 2025 – instead, it landed a few years early.”

GLOBAL BOMBSHELL: Dr. Peter McCullough on the Joe Rogan
show says Moderna made the Covid vaccine long before Covid &
that the pandemic was a premeditated & concerted scheme by govt.
& medical entities to then force vaccinations as the
solution. pic.twitter.com/Ecgww13KAp

— Melissa Tate (@TheRightMelissa) December 14, 2021
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yup

seen that - last year

frightening

Still, now we know the ringleaders, and we can identify the gang too
(WEF Young Global Leaders).

misitu
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According to McCullough, the Covid-19 pandemic was premeditated by
public health officials working in tandem with medical elites, and the
evidence for this had been made clear well before the first reports of a Covid
outbreak in late 2019. In order to promote mass adoption of the
experimental vaccine, McCullough says health officials purposefully
suppressed treatments and refrained from compiling a treatment protocol to
combat the virus, in hopes that people would be so afraid that they would
just take the jab. Advertisement - story continues below “It’s not just my
idea, no. It’s completely laid out by the book by Dr. Pam Popper [and]
another book recently published by Peter Breggen, “Covid-19 and the
Global Predators: We are the Prey.” These books are basically non-fiction,
[there are] a thousand citations in the Breggen book showing how it was
coordinated and planned. Now Bobby Kennedy has his book out – “The
Real Anthony Fauci” – I am the most mentioned physician in that book.

Treavor
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To refer to the federal government as a “criminal organization” seems pretty
accurate.  

Freespeaker
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Walensky says it is a pandemic of the unvaccinated, because in her mind
Authorities (like Fauci) ARE THE SCIENCE.  Hence, assertions like the
Lancet's are entirely missing what she is saying.  She (and Fauci) are not
influenced by objective facts evidenced by data.  Though they use the word
"science" they mean something entirely different.  They mean the dogma of
the priests of authority, when they say that word.

Joe Rogan interviewed a University Professor who held similarly cognitively
dissonant thoughts.  This professor noted that conservatives do not believe
in global warming, and the lack of belief and conservative orientation
predicted each other.  He went on to note with amusement how irrational
these skeptics were, that the followed all the latest studies, and could quote
them in detail as source of their disbelief, whilst "experts" in the field all
believe.

Flatly, his faith was not in the objective data, but in the assertions of
"experts" (I.e. authorities), unwitting to the possibility their data and
assertions were fundamentally at odds...and in very self-serving ways.

We are using two different dictionaries.

What we call "science" is data-driven, and is what they call "irrationality".

What they call "science" is social status-driven, and is what we call
"authoritarianism".

It is a fundamental assertion that social relationships are more real than
reality.

gcjohns1971
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“People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease.”

There is no proof of this whatsoever. In fact, there may BE no way to
prove it. 

AimeeZH
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What will (((they))) do as time goes on and the unvaccinated Control Group
continues to remain alive and healthy?

TheHungryCattle
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I don't see a whole lot of (((small hat/big nose))) people involved in this
vax s hit show. 

 

I see a lot of WASPs & POC's. 

 

Maybe you can't see the forest for the trees.

TheLastTrump
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You have no idea what's happening over in Israel, do you.

TheHungryCattle
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OK, so I'm just imagining that the head of the CDC, the former head
of the FDA, who is now a board member of Pfizer, and heck, the
CEO of Pfizer all fit the criteria which you are scoffing at. And hey,
let's throw in the emotionless zombie bot who runs the largest social
media platform on the planet, which is actively banishing ANYONE
who deviates from the party line that  "the vaccines totally work and
are 100% safe and ivermectin is horse paste"

Got it

 

 

Look, I don't for a second believe that everyone in ANY group is
completely one thing or another.

All ____________ are _____________ is always wrong, no matter what
you fill in the blanks with.

 

That much said, you cannot ignore facts, including the facts I just
listed. Another fact that you cannot ignore is the very strong
tendency all across humanity for members of some group or other
to think of themselves as being "above" everyone else on earth.
That's the first step in a long line of abuses that ends with feeling
virtuous when those Other People believe the lies one is spewing,
and passively accept their demise.

 

The people I listed above -- and amny others of their ilk too --
actively HATE US, and wish that we were not on this planet
breathing in and out

SonOfSammm
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https://wtop.com/coronavirus/2021/12/one-year-of-vaccines-many-lives-
saved-many-needlessly-lost/

One year of vaccines: Many lives saved, many needlessly lost

They literally haven't the slightest clue.  This is from the Associated Press. 
They have researchers.  They looked.  They couldn't find a single decent
number, even an estimate, let alone someone willing to say one on the
record.

So perhaps, perhaps.....not.

And the cost?

Jim in MN

An untold number of lives, perhaps tens of thousands, have been
saved by vaccination.
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it’s like Obama’s nonsensical claim of “jobs saved”.

 

paranoid.dragon
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It’s a pandemic of Demonic Globalist Elites siezing illegal authoritarian
powers and attempting to enslave us all with a modern day system of
Feudalism created by a Digital Passport like China.

In China,

if your digital passport is green, you can leave your house/apartment,

if your digital passport is orange, you cannot leave your house/apartment.

I wouldn’t be surprised if the Chinese Government has remote access to the
locks on public housing apartments, and have the vents rigged to release
toxins to easily assassinate political dissidents.

”You will own nothing and be haply.”

paranoid.dragon
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damn you live up to your user name

TheLastTrump
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"You will own nothing and be helpless."

FIFY

ebear
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--- Young Seattle firefighter dies suddenly before shift....

https://www.firehouse.com/safety-health/news/21249702/seattle-firefighter-
dies-suddenly-before-shift

boyplunger7777
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what site did you find this link on?

i’m always searching for truth sites.

paranoid.dragon
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Just do a Bing search for "sudden death". You will be shocked at
the many stories.

boyplunger7777
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Uh oh, looks like we've got (((company))).  See those -1's?

TheHungryCattle
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Wumao, or Pfizer employees, do you think? 

athenae
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--- 52 year old woman died from 'rare complications' of AstraZeneca's
Covid vaccine...

https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/newsmanchester/woman-died-from-
rare-complications-of-astrazenecas-covid-vaccine/ar-AARImc2?
ocid=BingNewsSearch

boyplunger7777
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It's very rare, nobody dies from it more than once.

I Write Code
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True .Death gives you wife spectrum immunity.

seryanhoj
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The next Pfizer jab will probably work on that principle.

I Write Code
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GRAPHENE OXIDE & BLACK GOO?  

Is Black Goo Programmable Matter Contained Within The Nanobots Of The
COVID-19 Vaccine?

If we go deep to the rabithall about the nefarious agenda of the vaccine
rollouts, it's not produced just in a year, it's safe to say, the medical
establishment especially the vax producers have been intrusted to produce
the alien poisnous fluids 

almost

The mRNA COVID Vaccine is Not a Vaccine |It’s NOT a vaccine. The
mRNA COVID vaccine now being militarily deployed in many nations
around the world, is NOT a vaccine. I repeat: it is not a vaccine. It is
many things indeed, but a vaccine is not one of them.

The COVID scamdemic has rapidly accelerated the technocratic and
transhumanistic aspects of the New World Order (NWO) to the point
where people are blindly lining up to get injected with a “treatment”
which is also a chemical device, an operating system, a synthetic
pathogen and chemical pathogen production device.
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Cliff Carnicom has done impressive work with researching what is
called Morgellons disease. He's determined that this is a new and
possibly artificially created life-form with credible links to military
patents etc. Nefarious and disturbing for sure. The vax investigations
that have found strange parasites look similar.

hugin-o-munin
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It's common knowledge that the bioweapon injection described as a
'vaccine' by the monsters at the CDC NIH and that quack Fauci has killed
hundreds of thousands worldwide. And injured millions worldwide yet they
continue to inject and worse 'mandate' this poison for everyone.

This quote describes what's going on quite clearly.

It is forbidden to kill; therefore all murderers are punished unless they kill in
large numbers and to the sound of trumpets.

Voltaire

snatchpounder
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One death is a tragedy; a million deaths is a statistic.

Stalin

crazybob369
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DEMONIC PSYCHOPATH BORIS JOHNSON ORDERS ALL ADULTS OVER
18 TO GET "BOOSTED" FOR ’OMICRON TIDAL WAVE’

https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=68K8WRNUOXN2

They have to reinforce the narrative by repeating the same line, with a small
change here and there, over and over again. It's reaffirming the hypnotic
trance people are in!  It's fairly obvious what they're doing if you ever
studied hypnosis! This video is just a reinforcement to keep people from
coming out of the trance!

It's hypnosis 101! 

BoJo might just as well come out and say ..."You will believe me! You are
under my control! You will do as I say!"   

pmc
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Buck Foris Johnson.

TheHungryCattle
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it does not explain how i escaped the hypnosis.

paranoid.dragon
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When you're hynotized you may not know it!

pmc
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'People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease but are still
a relevant part of the pandemic.'

Sorry, I'm not buying this BS propaganda either!

These coronaviruses RARELY cause severe disease at all.  But there are
significant short, medium, and long term effects from the shots.  

DO NOT GET JABBED

MrBoompi
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They killed thousands of people with ventilators and remdesivir.

They created a new treatment for the flu and call it a vaccine, then changed
the definition of vaccine.

They made it impossible for victims to sue the above for damages. 

 

It sounds like They declared war on us. 

Lou Saynis
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they are world governments directed by the WHO.

this bears repeating so i will

false all the way round. "how much can i lie to you, let me count the
ways".

1. false PCR (did you know that the PCR has 3 tests, one of which
is, supposedly, for the spike protein, but only two are used to
diagnose omicron - the one dropped = the spike protein test

2. false statements - making shit up 
3. false analysis - making shit up
4. false flu - making shit up - no sars-cov2 virus has been isolated

and shown to cause the covid19 disease. testing is calibrated to
green monkey kidneys, cow foetus and cancer cells from human
organs, with gaps matched by algorithms referencing historic
"old" virus sequences then tweaked by wonks to map a "new"
virus called SARS-COV2.

5. false injections - no statistical difference in outcomes for deaths,
hospitalizations or cases of infections. the injections DO NOT
PREVENT INFECTION OR TRANSMISSION OR CURE.

6. false trials - not completed, unblinded and the control group
injected before the trial ended. more deaths (all cause morbidity)
in the clinical trials (21) amongst the injected compared to the
placebo (17) - meaning the injections were known in advance to
be deadlier than the disease.

7. false efficacy rates from clinical trials - referencing relative risk
reductions using falsified trial data instead of absolute risk
reductions using true data. incomplete clinical trial protocols to
cover all fields across all demographics - including for example
impacts on menstruation, breast feeding and fertility in women
AND resultant impact on blood samples before and after.

8. false case counts using RT-PCR tests that produce 90% false
positives above 30 cycles. vaxxed are tested at 24 cycles,
unvaxxed tested at 35-40 cycles.

9. false death counts, between 3 and 6% of deaths with covid
present were with covid ONLY present - divide the number of
reported deaths by 20 to get a more likely number. the average
age of those dying with covid present is 1-5 years longer than life
expectancy and with between 2 and 6 other conditions that were
killing those that died.

10. false mask effectiveness - masks DO NOT PREVENT INFECTION
OR TRANSMISSION - just force re-breathing of germs expelled
as toxic by the respiratory system.

11. false lockdowns - lockdowns have no positive impact on
infection or transmission, in fact the reverse  - more infections
occur in the home because of lockdowns.

12. false treatments - with remdesivir killing 25% of those treated
and respirators even more. ivermectin and hcq protocols banned
that are proven prophylactics and early to mid-stage cures.

13. false incentives - hospitals paid more to use remdesivir and
respirators than using alternatives that cost next to nothing.

14. false adverse events numbers - multiply by at least 25 to get the
real numbers killed and injured by injections. reported deaths of
20,000 in the US and 30,000 in the EU are closer to 500,000
dead in the US and 600,000 dead in the EU. injuries of a million in
the US should be closer to 25 million, injuries in the EU of 3
million should be 75 million. the US and EU represent 560 million
people with at least one dose, compared to 4.4 billion globally. so
multiply the US and EU numbers by 8 to get the full butchers bill
of around 8.8 million dead and 800 million injured. 

15. false warnings - no informed consent referencing the butchers bill
so far and refusal to indicate likely future deaths and injuries.

16. deaths within 14 days of injections NOT being classified as
injections deaths. deaths with covid tested at any time treated as
covid deaths.

hooligan2009
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The US has been at war with the world for 70 years, it is just that they
never murdered their own on this scale before. 

Pearls to Swine
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TOTAL ABORTIONS SINCE 1973: 62,502,904

U.S. Abortion Statistics By Year (1973-Current) - Christian Life
Resources

hooligan2009
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Blacks comprise about 13% or so of the population, yet account
for 40% of abortions. Why is no one crying systemic racism over
this.

crazybob369
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Something that pisses me off is the number of people who were coerced
early in the vax game to get vaxxed or be cut off from family interaction by
younger members with new children, perhaps being advised by the hospital
quacksters.  How many grandparents, older siblings and aunts and uncles
drank the purple Kool-Aid trying to be good family society?

Ckierst1
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I keep hearing a stat (even from Rand Paul) that nearly 99 percent of
65-and-olders are vaxxed at least to some extent. Even if that were
close to true, that adds up to a lot of coercion from family or nursing-
home personnel. 

Known Fact
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those numbers are bs .. i have a dozen immediate family members
that are 65+ .. none of whom are jabbed.

behind the curtain
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That's what I think (I'm 66 myself).  But they seem to want it both
ways -- nearly everyone supposedly is vaxxed but the unvaxxed
are supposedly this horrible menace to society

Known Fact
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I don't have much sympathy. Every Covid survivor I know rushed to get
the vax despite warnings 

4medicinalpurposesonly
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Many many did extrapolating  from my own observation. Amazing to
me actually. 

HAL9000rev1
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By the time summer of 2020 rolled around, we said the heck with
this…rented an RV and traveled out west and went to state parks
(where people were hiking with masks on) and also saw our
grandchildren. I know a LOT of people that did not see their families.
They were scared to death. There’s a special place in hell for these
people that put our country through this. Had an extended family
member who cancelled a Mother’s Day get-together this past year
because some people weren’t vaxxed. We did the get-together at
someone else’s house anyway. Without them.

ColdNose
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Vatican court judge slams Gates & Soros for using Covid to impose ‘total
control’

Spacelord77
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“People, who sit on the throne of their wealth,” see an “opportunity to
push through their agenda,” the cardinal said, naming Microsoft co-
founder Bill Gates, billionaire George Soros and the head of the Davos
Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, among those behind the alleged
global control scheme.

The cardinal then accused the global financial elites of an attempt to
bring forth “a new man” created “in their own image and
likeness,” adding that he would not wish such a fate on himself. “That
has nothing to do with democracy,” 

hooligan2009
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Only 17.4% of recent deaths in U.K. hospitals of over 50s have been
unvaccinated according to the latest surveillance report. And with 83% of
over 12s fully ‘vaxxed’ the blame the unvaccinated game now lies in
complete tatters. 

Iconoclast
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mfer, do you know what the vax rate in the UK for >50s is?????!??!

it's a LOT HIGHER than 83%.

UK's vax surveillance report here:

COVID-19 vaccine surveillance report - week 49
(publishing.service.gov.uk)

 

Factor of 4-5 reduction in RATE of serious outcome and MOST OF
THESE PEOPLE are fking 2-shot ASTRA which completely sucks
compared to BT or MRNA.

Poet1cJust1ce
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Maybe, but at least Astra doesn't reprogram your DNA. 

seryanhoj
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You need to read posts before one of your two brain cells
haemorrhages and you have a brain fart. 

Iconoclast
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If you know what is going on I advice you to not even engage in
debate/discussion with those who are programmed. The lack of common
sense and logic is on purpose. The simple minded ones will scream that you
should 'trust the science' and not threaten them with a nonexistent so called
virus. If you can't detect the social programming that's going on you are
already captured. The proverbial 'they' want the large deceived and stupid
masses to attack those of us who can still think. All of this is so diabolical
that 'they' must have known this is the last battle. Whoever wins this battle
will take it all. Good God luck to us.

hugin-o-munin
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I've found in at least one case, a relative, that when you can put forth a
solid argument based on facts about infection rates among vaccinated
and the side effects you can change minds. Most of these people are
ignorant, not stupid.

Angular Momentum
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Before you vaccinate your child, which is irreversible and potentially
permanently damaging, find out why 16,000 physicians and medical
scientists around the world signed a declaration publicly declaring that
healthy children should NOT be vaccinated for COVID-19. On behalf of
these MDs and PhDs, I have published a clear statement outlining the
scientific facts behind this decision.

Full Text of Malone Statement

RW Malone, MD

Chief Medical and Regulatory Officer, the Unity Project

President, International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/between-the-forceps-and-the-stone?
r=ta0o1&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

https://www.bitchute.com/video/KxW1zjIitK8B/ 

 

19331510

My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent,
grandparent, physician and scientist. I don’t usually read from a
prepared speech, but this is so important that I wanted to make sure
that I get every single word and scientific fact correct.

I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research
and development. I’m vaccinated for COVID and I'm generally pro-
vaccination. I have devoted my entire career to developing safe and
effective ways to prevent and treat infectious diseases.

After this, I will be posting the text of this statement so you can
share it with your friends and family.

Before you inject your child - a decision that is irreversible - I wanted
to let you know the scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which
is based on the mRNA vaccine technology I created:

There are three issues parents need to understand:

The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children's
cells. This gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike
proteins. These proteins often cause permanent damage in
children’s critical organs, including

    Their brain and nervous system

    Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots

    Their reproductive system

    And this vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their
immune system

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have
occurred, they are irreparable

    You can’t fix the lesions within their brain

    You can’t repair heart tissue scarring

    You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and

    This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could
affect future generations of your family

The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this
novel technology has not been adequately tested.

    We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we
can really understand the risks

    Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed
many years later

Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical
medical experiment in human history

One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your
child is a lie.

    Your children represent no danger to their parents or
grandparents

    It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting
COVID, is critical to save your family if not the world from
this disease

In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family
to be vaccinating your children against the small risks of the virus,
given the known health risks of the vaccine that as a parent, you
and your children may have to live with for the rest of their lives.

The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.

As a parent and grandparent, my recommendation to you is to
resist and fight to protect your children.
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Great read, parents who forcibly vaccine their children against their will
should be charged with attempted murder and receive a visit from
CPS.

DeepStateLies
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Officially, more kids have now died from the vax (approx. 1400), than
from covid (750). But it's probably much worse, when you factor in the
fact that some of the "covid deaths" were actually kids who died with
covid, rather than from covid. The number of healthy kids who actually
died from covid is very close to zero.

crazybob369
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To your point:

The decision by parents to vaccinate their child against Covid is
really a question of risk management. Parents must seriously
consider that Covid-19 is a less dangerous illness for children
than influenza. It has shown to be so and quite stably near 20
months now. 

Children do not readily acquire this pathogen, spread to other
children, spread to adults, take it home, get severely ill, or die
from it. It is that simple. We know children tend not
to transmit Covid-19 virus and that the concept
of asymptomatic spread has been questioned severely,
particularly for children. 

This is a very important ethical matter. The death rate in
children e.g. under 12, is as close to zero as we can get. None
of the lockdown and school closure policies worked and all
have failed with crushing harms on populations. 

We have masked our children, closed schools, locked them
down, driven surges in suicides in adults as well as our children
due to these policies, and now we seek to vaccinate children
with a vaccine for which we have no data on the long-term
harms. Is there any wonder why there is a loss of trust and why
parents might be reluctant to comply with every edict being
issued by governments concerning health? 

https://brownstone.org/articles/sweden-and-germany-no-deaths-in-
children-due-to-covid/

19331510
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Mal One is a fraud

however, kids should not be taking this vax

Poet1cJust1ce
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Following the money:

“The hospital payments include:

* A 'free' required PCR test in the Emergency Room or upon admission for
every patient, with government-paid fee to hospital.

* Added bonus payment for each positive COVID-19 diagnosis.

* Another bonus for a COVID-19 admission to the hospital.

* A 20 percent ‘boost’ bonus payment from Medicare on the entire hospital
bill for use of remdesivir instead of medicines such as Ivermectin.

* Another and larger bonus payment to the hospital if a COVID-19 patient is
mechanically ventilated.

* More money to the hospital if cause of death is listed as COVID-19, even if
patient did not die directly of COVID-19.

* A COVID-19 diagnosis also provides extra payments to coroners.”

Stinkbug 1
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which is why BULGARIA lists .4% of their entire population dead due
to C19

Peru lists .62%.

Bosnia is nearly .4% too.

because the USA is ALONE in the world and has totally exaggerated
the pandemic and sh1t.

we have a death rate far lower than any of these countries

Poet1cJust1ce
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What do you think, another 2 weeks and this vi-ruse will end?  

squib
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If the jab only reduces the severity of covid, it shouldn't be classified as a
"vaccine".

Jack Offelday
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"Potentially deadly therapeutic injection" doesn't rake in the same
profits for Big Pharma.

OldNewB
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And it also removes to from the liability waiver that vaccines have -
which is much more important

sgpbulion
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Hence the reason the definition of vaccine was changed(updated).

 

Survival Shield X2
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Correct. Find a dictionary from a couple of years ago and compare
the definition in today's dictionary. Completely different. And, it's
even more insidious than that. The NIH also changed the definition
of "Gain-of-function" so it could protect Faucci's ass.

crazybob369
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And it gets worse: apparently there is no record of who decided
or implemented that change.  Odd, innit?

Herbert Marcuse's Pocket Watch
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Keep being sheep and you will continue to be fleeced. 

Rashomon
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not fleeced, slaughtered with a 6-7-8- little harmless jabs (and your
children as well, with impunity)

NoPasaran
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Imprison the CDC head, like we did some escaped Nazis in the 1960s, and
ship her in chains to the HAGUE!

Ision
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It's about time one of these psychos read the tea leaves right.

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys
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I think they've sensed a sea change in public opinion.

 

Robin DeFolks
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The sense the Karen Army turning slowly in their direction.

Chevrus
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So The Lancet needs to regain some credibility?

Nice try.

AlbinoBlackRabbit
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indeed they lost all credibility with me looong time ago when all this
BS  started up 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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They will keep pushing. The goal is to vaccinate everyone. 80% of sheep
easily fell for it. Now they need to up the stakes to get the rest. They will
keep upping the stakes. Nothing they do makes sense or will make sense.
Logic and common sense is irrelevant. All they care is execution of their plan
to jab everyone. 

What is really in those jabs and what is the true function? 

plankton
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See the Doctors4COVIDEthics blog to see what is in the shots.

The Pfizer mRNA Vaccine: Pharmacokinetics and Toxicity

Leaky Blood Vessels: An Unknown Danger of COVID-19 Vaccination

 

Perimetr
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It's depopulation. Plain and simple. They can't even dream of meeting
their retirement obligations.

The actuaries got together and said "HOLY FUCK!" and now the ball is
rolling.

AlbinoBlackRabbit
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Yep and there is no way to halt the plan now.

Economy has to become digital ... and that is becoming more
noticeable every day.

CBDC + NIRP is the future in a communist (100% taxed socialist)
global society.

GreatUncle
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Yet we are halting the plan my friend.

No one want's to work for these assholes and it's showing. 

 

AlbinoBlackRabbit
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A lack of lying monkeys methinks...

Chevrus
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There's more to this than reported. Who are the unvaccinated catching
CovID from? Here's a clue:

If one accepts that Omicron is a CovID mutation (not a common cold/flu),
where did it come from?
Mutations occur when a virus encounters a barrier after infecting a host, in
this case the barrier being
a flawed CovID "vaccine". The mutation then fully infects its host and gets
transmitted to other
healthy unvaccinated people.

Therefore, it is most likely that the pandemic is among the vaccinated, not
the unvaccinated.
It is the vaccinated spreading CovID. Deaths, hospitalisations and cases
data support this.

 

smacker
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You're logic is illogical. Stop playing doctor, this isn't a kid's game.

What is a virus? How do they spread? How do they make us sick?
(theconversation.com)

Shootstraight
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Are you actually going to try and argue mutations can not be had
through the “vaccinated”? Are you ACTUALLY going to take that
stance? Let me guess, you also don’t believe in natural immunity. 

Arctic Frost
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No browny points for you. You're not shooting very straight 

😵💫

I don't disagree with most of that article which you linked to. But it
doesn't mention "mutations" which is what Omicron is claimed to
be. And - as I said - mutations are created by a virus to survive,
which means finding its way around any barrier it encounters so it
can infect host body cells. In this case the barrier is a vaccine, and
once it's mutated, it then gets transmitted to other people because
the vaccines are ineffective.

FWIW I still have some doubts as to whether Omicron is actually a
mutation of CovID or whether it may be a cold or flu virus that's
being called CovID to maintain FEAR across society.

 

smacker
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They are ramping up the fear porn again, claiming a shortage of ICU beds. 
That probably means a shortage of ICU nurses to man those beds.

pine_marten
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That's true. Many more hospital beds can be an ICU bed if there's
staffing for it. Firing nurses doesn't help.

BocceBaal
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Some reports are saying hospitals are mostly empty because people
are catching on that hospitals have been turned into killing zones the
opposite of patient care.   Our sick world is only getting sicker, not
physically but spiritually.   

WhatWhat
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Yep, they kill the elderly with ventilators, Midazolam and
Remdevisir. 

pine_marten
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What report are you reading that states hospitals are mostly empty? 
Have you been to one lately? 

Shootstraight
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Local news can’t hide FACTS the way national news does. There
are ZERO overcrowded ICUs in my state.

Arctic Frost
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FWIW question's for the CDC...?

 

If Covid-19 is so "Dangerous", why does the CDC, have No Vaccination
Mandate for it's employees?

 

If Covid-19 is so "Dangerous", why does the US Postal service, have No
Vaccination Mandate for it's employees?

 

If Covid-19 is so "Dangerous", why does the US Senate/House, have No
Vaccination Mandate for the Senator's, Congressman and Capital Hill
employees?

 

 

 

 

mark1955
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Why is congress taking ivermectin, while it has the postal service
seizing ivermectin and stripping doctors prescribing it of their license?

 

Boggle the mind, the treason.

liberty2day
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Full IVM embargo eh>???

Doesn't sound very legal to me...

Chevrus
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The postal service is seizing Ivermectin? Where is this being
reported? Thanks in advance.

Arctic Frost
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It's ALL about the progressive "narrative".

deus ex machina
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It's ALL about CONTROL.

MaxG2
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don't be an idiot: COVID is a PSYOP

TUSKEEGEE JAB
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It's bigger than just convid. "Reality " is a psyop. 

Yamaoka Tesshu
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I'm afraid you're right 

😦

NuYawkFrankie
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Don't forget that it's all a scam.

Any percentage of nothing is still nothing. Any spawned 'variant' of
something that doesn't exist also doesn't exist. So what is a variant? A new
test sequencing definition by the WHO. They even call it In Silico.

hugin-o-munin
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I'm not sure it doesn't exist; they just don't want to isolate it and show
you because it could be incriminating.  

BeerBelly
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Insanity reigns
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/the_medical_profession_
implodes.html

57WarChild
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Where along the way did The Lancet vigorously promote existing, proven
effective treatments, and condemn those who suppressed them?

As they watched millions of people over the world die, needlessly?

Cabreado
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Still touting the same old BS, I have to inject the BIO WEAPON so that your
BIO WEAPON will work properly.

 

I guess it's the same as Microsoft, you have to update your PC so that my
PC doesn't get Viruses.

 

Dr Phuckit
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Or....take the knee to be free.

Oldwood
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Why Many Young People Are Dying With Massive Heart Attack Or Cardiac
Arrest?

https://www.hydnews.net/why-many-young-people-are-dying-with-
massive-heart-attack-or-cardiac-arrest/

 

boyplunger7777
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Well duh, it's because they're young and healthy. 

Jim in MN
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We are told...that heart attacks in the young and athletic has ALWAYS
been normal.

Oldwood
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AND that people that have been taking low dose aspirin for decades
SHOULD STOP FKING TAKING IT

 

 

immediately after a study showed the efficacy of aspirin in
PREVENTING & CURING Covid.

 

They claim it harms people now. 

TheLastTrump
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Every shot could earn Fauci another ten cents because he owns one of the
patents, according to a biotech and patent expert who looked up the
ownership rights. With 477 million shot-victims he's pocketed $47.7 million.

Starting at 6:25

https://www.brighteon.com/embed/c0f97f46-59cf-43ec-852b-
533d430e4f43 

Kelley
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Exactly!  Many years ago, my pharmacist dad told me that up to 80%
of drug proceeds can go to patent holders.

Jackprong
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It don't work and it is not safe.  End of story.

@rch
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No, it's not the "end of story."

The story is much bigger.

Cabreado
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Great story today: Going Viral: Dr. Peter McCullough Joins Joe Rogan –
Says Medical Elites “Purposely Suppressed Treatments” in Order to
Force Mass Vaccinations. Because purposely suppressing treatments in
order to force mass vaccinations is cold-blooded, planned genocide --
these criminals killed people for vaccinate profits and they must pay for their
crime against humanity. Months a go, Stew Peters called the planned
unavailability of early treatments "orchestration" of "mass extermination" --
"history repeating itself -- it is the exact same prototype that happened in
Germany in the 1930's." "They have become the new ovens."

hudiburgh
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Give the idiocracy, even the hippo demographic, 75 years and they will
catch 1% of this concept.

Gekko Jr
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When me and my fiancé had it the government nurse called a few
times (to see if we were dying?) - I asked about alternative treatments
(Ivermectin and monoclonal antibodies or whatnot). She told us they
were only recommending over the counter treatments. That is
surprising, considering it is the end of the world virus of death... What
a bunch of shit. They are building scientific databases about this virus
but they don't care who has had it and recovered. They don't care
about natural immunity. They have no data - they have only mandates
per order of their doners.

Drop out
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That's very true.  My name got turned into the county health
department when I tested positive.  No one bothered to call and
make sure I recovered.  I could have been buried in the back yard
for all they know.

BeerBelly
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Lancet are corrupt and have pushed the pseudo pandemic.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/02/22/the-uns-pseudo-
pandemic-has-hit-the-rocks/

BDB
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What’s stupefyingly ignorant is that the VaXX doesn’t work yet a Cult like
force of idiots who claim to be in the know or superior Medical knowledge &
arrogance use their Cult influence to pressure & judge other’s who make
their own educated choices. 

VooDoo6Actual
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their own educated choices. 
 

Für ihre Sicherheit For Your Safty is the Creed & Battle Hym of Tyrants.

Nazi Brainwashing 101. Never seen such a dumbed down society. Radio &
TV adds show just how much predictable programming we are living under. 
Repeat the lie often & long enough & people think it’s true. 

für ihre sicherheit

für ihre sicherheit

für ihre sicherheit

- it ‘s for your safety keep in mind it doesn’t even work or prevent other Flu’s
etc. 

 

Stupefying ignorance 
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As if the last 10 - 20 years have not been Fd enough we have to have
some of the 1,759 people watching _hit news like CNN call the shots
and be our medical advisor.

And the elite win bigly with the idiocracy dividing and conquering on
their behalf 24/ 7 with their low information and inability to understand
simple concepts.

Gekko Jr
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Walensky looks like she's been throated a few times to many

Too_Smart
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Freemason Clown World of the Absurd Shot Show Circus Theatre
Hoodwink.

Their Nazi Corporate Fascist Zionist plan to create world panic & fear among
the Masses failed miserably. Now the blame game rolls  out & the same
cycles over & over. 

Stupefying ignorance on so many levels 

VooDoo6Actual
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The jewdemic 

NIRP-BTFD
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 I will never get the vaxx. F*ck you Fauci. 

NIRP-BTFD
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Pandemic of BS from the experts.

Pandemic of the gullible from those masses willing to swallow the BS hook,
line and sinker.

Thor1974
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French Professional Soccer Player Leaves Game Early with Reported Chest
Pain – Third Top Player to Experience Severe Chest Pain This Weekend

French Professional Soccer Player Leaves Game Early with Reported Chest
Pain - Third Top Player to Experience Severe Chest Pain This Weekend
(VIDEO) (thegatewaypundit.com)

BugMan
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After ten thousand articles by TGP on the cardiovascular irregularities,
perhaps someone  amongst the normies will rub their two brain cells
together and figure out that (((they))) are offing us, one by one.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The real jo blo
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Those using the COVID scamdemic to seize control will be severely
punished.  The worm has turned and virtually everybody is now asking the
right questions.  THIS SCAM IS OVER as are the lives of those that pushed
it.

Chortleman
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The tide has turned in some places, but the scam is far from over.

Ben Sequestered
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I suspect far deadlier scams are coming, this is just the first couple
rounds 

JoeTruckerBidet46
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They will just change tactics.

Next year will be either war, or a massive cyber attack.

Meatier Shower
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Or the UFO invasion. .. they still have that one available to trot out. 

MeLurkLongtime
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The criminal tribe started the jabs in 1918 where millions died because of
experimental meningitis "vaccine". The propaganda to this day calls it
"Spanish Flu" - not Spanish and not a Flu.

All involved in vaccination crime should be decapitated. CIVID crime
resembles "Spanish Flu" crime.

EarthIsNotSpinning
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Good on ya for knowing they lie and play the Art of War against those
who know not that it is being played.

'The invisible Rainbow' explains a very interesting theory how
electricity in 1918 (electromagnetic radiation harms all life) was new
and may have caused flu like symptoms. Then like today, the fear
spread (media is your enemy), they went to the hospital and died from
the poisons and va666ines they gave to the unsuspecting victims...like
today! Fear, test positive, get treated with ventilators or poisons known
as anti virals like remdesivir and get va666ines!

Is there something novel in the past 2 decades that causes flu like
symptoms? Are they playing with 5G and other EMF technologies?

Two studies from 1919 showing flu is not contagious:

https://zenodo.org/record/1505669#.X8_YINhKiUl

https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401

squib
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It would be interesting (evil) if 5G and this faxe vaccine were
purposefully related. It wouldn't surprise me, but would add to the
vile persistence of these peoples' goal...whatever that precisely is.

Ben Sequestered
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5G affects the ability of your red blood cells to hold oxygen,
which exacerbates pneumonia.

Meatier Shower
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8580522/

Meatier Shower
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Study a month ago suggested vitamin D could prevent 99% or more
fatalities.

Remarkable, if true.

I Write Code
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Wrong.  D3 prevents virus from freely penetrating cells it has nothing to
do with fatalities.  The study showed a huge majority of people are D3
deficient.

Totally_Disillusioned
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In summary, vitamin D deficiency was common in the US
population, especially among blacks and Hispanics. Given that
vitamin D deficiency is linked to some of the important risk factors
of leading causes of death in the United States, it is important
that health professionals are aware of this connection and offer
dietary and other intervention strategies to correct vitamin D
deficiency, especially in minority groups.

Prevalence and correlates of vitamin D deficiency in US adults.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21310306/

BugMan
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We used to go outside...and even worked in gardens, yards, went
to the lake home, hung out in picnics...

Today recreation is sitting in front of a computer playing games or
chasing down people on Facebook or playing "Farm". 

Totally_Disillusioned
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Downvote douche LOVES sitting in moms basement, drinking
red bull, posting crap and doing nothing with its empty,
miserable life.

Hipneck911
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Yes, but "deficient" is less than 20 ng/mL.

Optimal, and new advice re COVID, is more like 50 ng/mL.

This is kind of new advice.

I Write Code
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Experimental Jabs: Hopefully wrong, but a year from now the body count
could be so high Americans are going to be both terrified and mad as hell....

boyplunger7777
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If that plays out you can be sure they will have a whole new
rationalization for it. Just like now they are saying all the heart issues
are from covid pandemic stress. And people will believe it too.

Eddielaidler
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they are actually calling it "post-pandemic stress disorder", or
PPSD.

the audacity of the psycho-pharmaceutical crime syndicate is simply
breathtaking.

donkey_shot
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One myth busted.  Next up, "Vaccinated have a lower chance of severe
disease."  

Zeromud
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What does it say for the so-called American education system that so many
lemmings are heading head first over the cliff because they cannot read,
research or review let alone assimilate information.

What do you say to an airline CEO who bans the unvaxxed and fills planes
fore and aft with compromised individuals whose health is in a downward
spiral.  And planes flown by vaxxed pilots sure to fail their next physical.

Yes, only in America the inmates the are running the asylum.  The sight of
asylum seekers piling across the southern border adds farce to the on-going
stupidity.

ThePub'Lick_Hare
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So far this year 111 airline pilots have died. Next highest year was
2017 with 27 deaths.

Probably coincidence.

crazybob369
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Its not that they CAN'T. Its the fact that they are so mentally enslaved,
that they won't even CONSIDER doing their own thinking

SonOfSammm
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I wouldn't be so suspicious if they (1) didn't actively censor anything
challenging their Narrative (2) didn't ban prescribing Ivermectin for the bug
(3) weren't proven pathological liars. Even if the truth were that vaccines
worked perfectly well with zero side effects for all, still these 3 factors would
make me highly suspicious. 

HenryDavidThoreau
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I don’t know about you guys, but I’ll be DAMNED if I ever trust another
vaccine again after this debacle.

The way the establishment has literally destroyed the foundations of science
throughout the duration of this plandemic is nothing short of
ASTONISHING…

lwilland1012
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I didn't trust them before because of the likely issue of autism
spectrum in children owing to toxic vaccine adjuvants.  Those were at
least real vaccines.  Like ivermectin efficacy, they couldn't seem to get
any well designed, unbiased studies out on that either.  It's criminal!

Ckierst1
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substitute immune system for rife

Rifleman's Creed

 

HAL9000rev1

This is my rifle. There are many like it, but this one is mine.

My rifle is my best friend. It is my life. I must master it as I must
master my life.

Without me, my rifle is useless. Without my rifle, I am useless. I must
fire my rifle true. I must shoot straighter than my enemy who is trying
to kill me. I must shoot him before he shoots me. I will ...

My rifle and I know that what counts in war is not the rounds we fire,
the noise of our burst, nor the smoke we make. We know that it is
the hits that count. We will hit ...

My rifle is human, even as I [am human], because it is my life. Thus, I
will learn it as a brother. I will learn its weaknesses, its strength, its
parts, its accessories, its sights and its barrel. I will keep my rifle
clean and ready, even as I am clean and ready. We will become part
of each other. We will ...

Before God, I swear this creed. My rifle and I are the defenders of
my country. We are the masters of our enemy. We are the saviors of
my life.

So be it, until victory is America's and there is no enemy, but peace!
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You can hear the Marine Corps reciting this.  Thanks for posting.

Pareto
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YW

HAL9000rev1
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' There is no enemy but peace ' Updated punctuation.

seryanhoj
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Walensky's got a nasty beak.

Zork
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H o o k nose. Wonder what brand broom she uses to get around on.

Damn, had to space out  h o o k  or it wouldn't post.

Pathetic.

cbxer55
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CheapBastard
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Q: "Why is her nose so big?"

A: "Because air is free."

 

NoMasIlegales
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🧔

Big Mike could not be reached for comment while she's getting a
shave and pubic waxing.

CheapBastard
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data used is up to july 2021.

hooligan2009
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data used is up to july 2021.

the last ten million "cases" in the US occurred since september 6th 2021.

United States COVID: 51,025,723 Cases and 819,428 Deaths - Worldometer
(worldometers.info)

now, maybe those injected at that time and you have to step back 14 days
to august 22nd to get the number of americans "vaccinated" - repeat -
INJECTIONS DO NOT PREVENT INFECTION OR TRANSMISSION AND
WERE NOT INTENDED TO DO SO - a fact expressly stated by the "vaccine"
manufacturers.

from here:

US COVID-19 Vaccine Progress Tracker | Vaccinations by State | USAFacts

vaxx rates on august 22nd were 201 million (61%) single stabbed and 171
million (52%) double stabbed.

unless the claim is that ALL of the 10 million "cases" since september 6th
2021 were amongst the unvaxxed, it is common sense that the starting
number for "breakthrough cases" is somewhere between 5.2 million and 6.1
million. call it 5.6 million (56% infections amongst the vaxxed of the last 10
million "cases".

let's not use common sense and use the nazi propaganda of the CDC -
assume only half the "breakthrough cases" occurred and the split between
vaxxed and unvaxxed was 72% infections amongst the unvaxxed and 28%
amongst the vaxxed.

even with this uncommon sense, the number of "breakthrough cases" of
infections for the last 10 million people was 2.8 million.

"breakthrough" is not an expression that bears any semblance to reality.

now let's go the other way and apply this logic - those getting tested were
far more likely to be vaxxed than unvaxxed as testing was largely conducted
in high risk areas in big cities where nazi propaganda and testing facilities
were more readily available - infections dominated.

this means that 72% of the last 10 million "cases" were amongst the vaxxed
- so the number of "breakthrough cases" for the last 10 million infections =
7.2 million.

so let's stop with the use of the term "breakthrough cases". the injections
DO NOT PREVENT INFECTION OR TRANSMISSION.

at least half and probably three quarters of the last 10 million infections -
detected using the abandoned as useless RT-PCR test - occurred amongst
the vaxxed.
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yes, they DO prevent or severely reduce incidence of infection but only
weeks 2-9.

after that the efficacy against infection falls a lot

it's because they create high antibody titers which your body
REDUCES INTENTIONALLY because the immune system is not
designed to have high antibody titers indefinitely.  it will actually
produce contrary Ab2s to downregulate the seroprevalence of Ab1s.

in addition the VOCs like Delta/617 and Omicron/529 are evolved to
escape Ab neutralization

Poet1cJust1ce
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One of the most revealing vids i have seen in months.
Dr. David Martin has eye opener details 

 "COVID Shots Kill Four Children Per Hour"
- www.bitchute.com/.../7ZxwIIE9bVQI  - another half hour of hair raising
info. few are aware of. 

rando
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.... Go away son, you bother me.

El Hosel
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Stop using the pejorative word unvaccinated. It is a negative term designed
to create an imbalance and put you in an indefensible position.

Un-washed

Un-clean

Un-cooperative

Un-inspired

The un conjures up a negative connotation. 

Start using Vaccine Free or Gene Therapy Free instead and control the
conversation without letting people that hate you define you.

Obake158
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pure blooded

Pureblooded Anthem - YouTube

hooligan2009
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The Lancet published the infamous Peter Daszak letter attacking the very
idea that the virus came from the Wuhan
lab.  https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-
6736(20)30418-9/fulltext 

That letter has been somewhat walked back
now. https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-
6736(21)01377-5/fulltext 

But the damage to the Lancet's reputation is done.  The Lancet's credibility
now ranks down there with CNN's. 

The only way in which the Lancet can even attempt to rebuild its credibility
is to start publishing things that (i) are true and accurate, and (ii) go directly
against the official narrative.  Unfortunately, very few establishment actors
have been willing to do this.  Hopefully the Lancet will double down on
publishing scientific truth rather than act as some sort of censor of accurate
information.

whackedinflorida
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People at the Lancet receive a paycheck just like people at CNN. 
History is now written by whomever controls the media.  I am not
holding out for any "walkback" from anyone.

Fish Gone Bad
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When you sell out like that it's usually for forever. 

1CSR2SQN
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-9798365/GRAHAM-
BRADY-believe-real-purpose-masks-social-control-time-stop-
fear.html?ito=email_share_article-top

One guy with enough balls to tell the truth.

seryanhoj
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Dr. Kampf remains under the impression that the vaccines are about health. 
They never have been. The unvaccinated will remain scapegoats because
gov'ts around the world have not achieved the level of control they want.

Sign Felled
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Everybody behind this/involved should pay for what they have done to the
world!!!!! Millions of lives lost, families destroyed and blood is on all of their
hands. Hang them high!

Rashomon
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They are actually getting pats on the back and raises.

Fish Gone Bad
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It's time. 

Rashomon
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Yep, Fauci is living his dream right now.  He is a regular on the TV
shows evidently and is held up as some sort of savior or saint. 

Lt. Shicekopf
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Pandemic of the media believers.

covID19: The Big Lie

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/10/29/the-simple-truth/

 

BDB
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The root of the dichotomy between The Lancet and the NIH-CDC is their
conflicting understanding of what science is, and what reality is.

Fauci, Walensky, and government "scientists" believe science is people. 
And reality is obedience to these people's edicts - ergo physical "reality" is
the subjective creation of people's collective assertions.

The Lancet, for now, seems to think science is a process of observation
systematically structured to remove bias.  And reality is and objective
collection of conditions we can only ever partially observe.

This divide is not merely political, or ideological.  It is a fundamental
philosophical difference as to whether there exists any objective reality at all
beyond the self.

I reject the other side's mute assertion that "collective" perceptions create
reality because it is self-contradictory. Without an objective reality there
CANNOT be a "collective", and hence no collective reality, as the only
senses, thoughts, or perceptions anyone has are exclusively their own.

One would have thought this matter was settled centuries ago, when
Descartes said, "I think. Therefore I AM."

gcjohns1971
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For me, science is evaluating the empirical evidence which so far,
overwhelmingly points to this whole covid thing as a grisly fraud.

pine_marten
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A fraud on many levels combined with ruthless profiteering and the
dissemination of sickness and death via experimental medical
treatments. 

BYOC :  Bring Your Own Courts

Chevrus
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The science community, and that INCLUDES the Lancet, has been
VERY unscientific for decades. When this whole thing started I yelled
bloody murder that the science community was a bunch if spineless
twits. NOW even their hard science ways are being infiltrated by the
woke and their community is being burnt to the ground. Normal people
no longer trust them and it will takes years if not decades for people to
trust statistical data ever again. They brought this upon themselves for
sitting by and allowing their Universities AND their Journal Editors to
run amuck. YES, RUN AMUCK. 

Arctic Frost
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So in the past 3 days... 3 top level soccer players in Europe have left in the
middle of their game clutching their chest. Could this be a revolt against the
vax?? If every day a player stops a match clutching his chest it will draw
attention more than any one thing I can think of. 

GregT
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Strangley silent on their vaxx-status. Screeching Karens at the
unjected, slient little lambs when its the double vaxxed. Ive said it once
and will continue to say: A Double Standard is a Terrible Thing to
Waste.

Chevrus
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Oh NOW they fire rhetoric back. Every single medical establishment that
“responded” during the outbreak of this virus, sitting on their hands,
allegedly out of mental ammunition suddenly when they avoid treating
patients in front of them, is 100% deserving of their loss of clout.

 

They’re all culpable.

Heloflightmed
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It's an IQ test.

We'll see how it goes.

oddblock
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Injection Quota...

The 3rd Dimentia
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Zee New Virld Odor

Vee Vill Zee

LOL

oddblock
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So many dumb founded. Fear is mind killer, welp, what is left of it

Edit: Do we have injection for stupidity 

almost
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The dumb are dumbfounded!

JMRPete
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Wow, it's looking like Australia is about to undergo their mass depopulation
soon.

How Much Are People Really Prepared to Take? (odysee.com)

reTARD
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Looks like Australia has been ceded to China....

NuYawkFrankie
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Been watching Crowhouse issues for some time now. Max always has
info of extreme importance to share and this episode is almost as good
as his last one. That said, I do have 2 issues with him.

The first is his incessant claim "Well that's it for today. I've said all I
needed to say." which then gets followed up by 30 to 40 minutes of
useless waffling. Instead of just closing the door, he makes it swing in
the other direction. He might also want to reflect on his revealing of
where he is and where/when to find him because the man has a target
painted on his back.

The second, and please do not take this as saying his information isn't
valid, but he has taken the route of others such as Icke, Gamble, and
Crevecoeur in using the dark period we are up against for financial
profit. Admittedly, these last 3 have masterfully created a massive
following which continuously provides them with a large revenue
stream whereas Max is just one of many speakers at the Anarchapulco
event. Nonetheless, click on the link I provided to see the cost of
tickets (spoiler: we are talking $1000's!). Just to watch the event online
costs $150 or $199 for unlimited access to the replays. Personally, I've
never been comfortable with profiting from the misery of others.

Bollockinell
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Everything and I mean everything the US Government has told the public
about COVAIDS 19 has been one GIANT FRICKEN LIE! 

These "vaccines" A.K.A. POISON GENOCIDE JIM JONES KOOL-AID JABS,
are meant to do one thing, and one thing only. DESTROY YOUR NATURAL
IMMUNE SYSTEM, AND TURN YOU INTO A GENITICALLY MODIFIED
ORGANISM, A.K.A. TRANSHUMANISM. 

No one needed to die from this bioweapon, if only the truth had been told to
the world. If you have a high enough vitamin D3 level in your blood serum, it
lowers the death rate to 0. This information was released from a global study
out of Germany.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/xBb5RVOVYvrK/

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3TAwhPSve5Px/
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this is the dumbest sh1t i've ever read

Poet1cJust1ce
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Here's a good reason to stop using Google products fron CNBC: Google
tells employees they’ll lose pay and will eventually be fired if they don’t
follow vaccination rules

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/14/google-employees-to-lose-pay-if-dont-
comply-with-vaccination-policy.html

Liesel
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Why did ZH remove this article on the American Heart Association and the
vaccine? https://americanyellowvest.wpcomstaging.com/2021/12/15/anti-
vaccine-propaganda/

Hammeringtruth
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It's still up.

Hooter Shaker
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Theater of the absurd:

  Chicken soap now qualifies as a vaccine (using the new "1984" definition).

whittler
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soap?  you do see the blue edit in the upper right of your comment?

jeff montanye
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The dogs won't stop licking me.
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Report: FDA Colludes with US Postal Service to Destroy Ivermectin
Shipments

https://twitter.com/AaronSiriSG/status/1470182424797609984

 

Damnit Bobby
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Ah I recall the good old days in the Soviet Union.

_0000_
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The swamp is everywhere. The corruption infects every industry and
organization. Government is the swamp's apex predator.

Oldwood
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1 case does not a pandemic make

 

order your s hit from GOODRX.COM ivm.pharmacy Universal Chemist
& if it gets confiscated ask them to ship it again, they insure their own
shipments

 

If you look at the prices SOME US doctors are charging for an
Ivermectin prescription & fill; you could order from 3 different India
pharmacies & if 2/3 don't make it you'd still be WAY ahead.

TheLastTrump
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Tractor Supply sells a brand with a nice apple taste.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy
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That's my recommended brand.

brown_hornet
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We shall see.  This was stopping an import into the country.

BeerBelly
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Ya know, that's something Joe Stalin would say.

_0000_

pandemic of the unvaccinated
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"Those dirty Ukrainians are stealing our food, let's punish them."

 

Holodomor, much?

 

 

TheLastTrump
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Covid is sooooooo 2020.. Its almost 2022 now.. Big Pharma has received its
hundreds of billions in welfare.. The appropriate bribes and kick backs have
been paid to politicians, doctors etc... Now lets move on now to bigger and
better things.. like Cyber Polygon and WW3..

JZ123
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Yes, let's get it over with, the suspense is killing me!

JoeTruckerBidet46
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Next Act please!

JoeTruckerBidet46
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“People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease but
[nobody has any idea of long-term effects of mRNA vaccines]”

Does NOT sound like a good trade-off for a healthy person.

stinkhole
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Spoiler alert.. Cancer rates are about to sky rocket. 

Lucky Guesst
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and they wonder why people don't trust them - lies heaped on lies heaped
on lies. 

kurtz-
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vaccinated spread covid

governments allowed them to do so, all on purpose

learnofjesuits
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she just added a layer to the glass ceiling

Wilcox1
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Wolenski is a lying turd with a medical degree from a Cracker-Jack box.

Demystified
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Have a Walensky? Better Lancet.

 

I Write Code
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Oozing pus with tears.

The real jo blo
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Disgusting human being.

Dash8
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The CDC is a propaganda organization that would make Goebbels proud.
Never has so much BS been thrown around by an entity claiming to be
"science." 2021, when the meaning of words has been perverted.

DeanInVa
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UK national socialists vote to back covid measures that have been proven
time and again to be futile and harmful.

The Covid measures MPs voted for:

Making vaccinations compulsory for NHS workers in England
Over-18s in England must prove they are fully vaccinated or have a
recent negative lateral flow test to enter a number of large venues,
such as nightclubs, from Wednesday
Daily lateral flow tests for fully vaccinated people who come into
contact with Covid cases, instead of isolation
Continue making face masks compulsory in a wider range of venues

all this with one omicron death - omicron = a cold, and refusal to disclose
data on the characteristics of the single death from omicron on the entire
planet.

MPs back Covid passes in England despite huge Tory rebellion - BBC News

hooligan2009
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Have a co-worker that is in England, has tested negative after flight,
however there was one person on the flight that tested positive and
now he is to quarantine for eight days, stuck in a hotel room

Txjac
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Stay away from Merck's new drug as well:

Cabot Phillips on Twitter: "Nothing to see here, just the New York Times
casually mentioning that Merck’s new miracle COVID drug… Might actually
mutate healthy human DNA by accident. https://t.co/WYVgKetOU2" /
Twitter

InsaneSanity
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"Mutate DNA by accident" !!!!! LOL!

Ben Sequestered
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We have "Fact Checker" user on duty - Totally_Disillusioned

EarthIsNotSpinning
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85% of Covid-19 Deaths Could Have Been Prevented With Early
Treatment - Dr. McCullough On Joe Rogan

5 min. video

https://rumble.com/vqr4ka-85-of-covid-19-deaths-could-have-been-
prevented-with-early-treatment-dr.-mc.html

19331510
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This is why they have to deflect all criticisms & inquiry into their
actions.

 

The George Washington quote I saw on ZH earlier today, if accurate,
was very telling about what will happen if our free speech is taken
away. We'd be subjects of King George again, & it looks like he fking
nailed it!

TheLastTrump
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More Americans are supposedly going to die this year 2021 than in 2020
when there was NO jab.....

Fact check me if you don't believe.

Flynt2142ahh
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and your source for that claim is?

Totally_Disillusioned
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Jerusalem Post

EarthIsNotSpinning
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I've seen NO such claim.

Totally_Disillusioned
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Because you are Totally_Disillusioned

EarthIsNotSpinning
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What are you just too lazy to look it up?

U.S. COVID-19 Deaths in 2021 Surpass 2020 Total

https://www.webmd.com › lung › news › 20211122 › us-covid-
deaths-2021-surpass-2020-total

In June, more people had died from COVID-19 globally this
year than in 2020, according to an analysisthat month by The
Wall Street Journal. At that time, more than 1.883 million
deaths had been...

Hipneck911
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Yes. 12 is more than 9?

hollywoodguy
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"People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease" That
is pure conjecture, if anything the vaxed run the risk of ADE.

Lyman54
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"In the UK it was described that secondary attack rates amonghousehold
contacts exposed to fully vaccinated index cases was similar to household
contacts exposed to unvaccinated index cases (25%for vaccinated vs 23%
for unvaccinated)."

 

Similar, hell.  The numbers are showing higher.  37 NFL players tested
positive yesterday.  36 of them were "fully vaccinated".

clayusmcret
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Hey someone just decided to pay attention lol.

Truthtellers
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What test was used to determine that they had the virus?

toejam
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Dear Ms. CDC director lady:

 

FU

 

Sincerely,

A Man with a Brain

VISN4You
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Just keep taking your 25 to 40 mg of elemental ZINC, 4000 International
Units of Vitamin D3 (or if overweight 8 to 10,000 I.U.) and 200 Micrograms of
K2 and of course vitamin C. every day. 

custard
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way ahead of you , mon ami

SonOfSammm
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Read the numbers of the UK. They say everything. They are the only country
with honest figures. Why should the figures in other countries be different??
- Why are other countries (like the US) hiding its figures and only "report"
fractions of the truth....

 80% of Covid deaths are VACCINATED - This is the truth in the United
Kingdom. It is ALSO the truth in the USA. Everything else is a lie... When will
the media finally admit this truth?? - Never, they will keep on liying till the
bitter end...

alex-ab
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UK have got some work to do on the propaganda. 

seryanhoj
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Paging Neil Furgeson.

Nomen Nescio
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Sing 

🎶

  it !!!!

 

You can shove your vaccine mandates up your a$$. 
 

You can shove your vaccine mandates up your a$$

 

You can shove  your vaccine mandates, you can shove  your vaccine
mandates, you can shove  your vaccine mandates up your a$$

Check it out, they are singing this anthem around the world. Hilarious. The
NZ prime minister is at the end of the clip, saying,”you can use your indoor
bathroom again, luxurious.” Seriously. 

https://youtu.be/lJAMua8J_94

Teamtc321
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'Pandemic of the uncaffeinated', now that I might take more seriously than
this nonsense.

Jim in MN
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Tiny groups of mentally ill people prey on everyone else, is this the best we
can do? 

HenryDavidThoreau
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The sooner those tiny groups of mentally ill people are eliminated the
better as far as I'm concerned. They're nothing but parasites all
criminally insane, just trash that needs to be taken out. 

snatchpounder
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Tiny groups! You having a laugh, most of the inhabitants of planet earth
are brain dead lumps of wood.
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People have been so utterly brainwashed they think millions of people have
died from this nonsense.  

Smerf
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Is this where Biden puts on his whisper voice?

George Bayou
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If hes stuttering hes eirher nervous or caught in a lie.

Bill of Rights
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If his lips are moving, he's lying.

Eyeroller
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Walensky the Jewess was parachuted in out of nowhere to head the CDC
by Biden's handlers to shovel shit big time.

Google her father.

He's a real treasure too.

One Moment Please
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We have a Pandemic of Tyranny. F.J.B

asteroids
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End of message.

Wait for applause.

Salute the Marines.

 

NoMasIlegales
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Let's go Brandon.

Zorch
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"Apple will require masks for customers at all U.S. stores because of rising
Covid cases"

~ President Lesko Brandon

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/14/apple-will-require-masks-at-all-us-
stores-because-of-rising-covid-cases.html

CheapBastard
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The Lancet published a letter. Wow.

It also published all the fear porn, in a proper medical scientific format of
course, Fauci Ouchie could have asked for.

Cf. Babylon Bee for 'A COVID Christmas Carol,' excerpts below.

"It's Beginning to Look a Lot Like Wuhan" - Unsurprisingly, this carol is
illegal in Wuhan.

"Fauci the Vaxman" - Why hasn't he melted away yet? 

“O Come, O Come, Dr. Fauci” - This old classic choral number sings
reverence to our Lord and Savior and director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

AcBob45
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Lancet has self-imploded during this pandemic and is now considered
a 2nd rate medical propaganda outlet more then a solid scientific
journal. Same with far left woke Scientific American which is not even
rated as 2nd rate anymore it's so distorted with sjw and woke C-R-A-
P..

CheapBastard
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The US Government will lie to the American people 24X7X365, about
COVAIDS, the border, crime, inflation, & supply chain issues. 

JD59
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True. Plus they will triple lie about all the existential threats out there in
the treacherous world of foreign parts.

seryanhoj
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Slightly off topic but Ontario police are trying to identify a suspect in the
billionaire Barry+Honey Sherman murders in 2017.

If you recall, he ran Apotex and was on the IMRIIC board with Frank
Plummer, killed at an AIDS conference in Nairobi. Frank ran the Winnipeg L4
lab with the 2 Chinese spies that went back to Wuhan.

My theory is Sherman's were killed because he knew of the covid plan by
way of drug/vax manufacture and refused to partake.

The suspect is 5-5 to 5-9 tall wearing a tiny hat. Ok that last part was poet
license.

 

GG500
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https://www.castanet.net/edition/news-story-354554-4-.htm#354554

GG500
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Makes more sense then the agitprop nonsense from the .gov loonies.

Jim in MN
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I refuse to moo for them.

Or baa.

Jim in MN
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Science is proof by experiment, never by consensus opinion.  

The Vaccine Experiment proved the vaccine does not prevent spreading the
Covid, nor becoming infected with Covid.

Or, the vaccine is the modern snake oil sold by political hacks.

Reaper
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I say we make  her stop breathing

piper43078
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Based on the CDC new definition of vaccine, a vitamin C shot is a vaccine. 
So, how do I get my vitamin C shot emergency approved?

the6thBook
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You say that in jest, but actually vitamin C treatments is something else
that's been squashed by big pharma. There are some excellent
published studies of successful cancer treatments using mega
dosages of vitamin C (intravenously) and they've been ignored by the
medical community. Sound familiar?

crazybob369
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In my area, covid cases are running amok on the fully vaccinated. Anyone
who says it is all because of the unvaccinated, are total liars. And their lies
are causing the deaths of many by getting the fully vaccinated to believe
they are fully protected. They are not! Not even close.

The vaccine does one thing, and one thing only. It helps save the life, or
reduce hospitalizations of the fully vaccinated, and that's it.  But this is not
guaranteed. Many fully vaccinated in my area are dying with, or from covid.

The fully vaccinated can still catch covid, and pass it on to others. The
vaccine will not even protect one from catching the virus. There is no covid
shield placed around the fully vaccinated. The immune system, whether
vaccinated, or unvaccinated can only fight off the virus after it enters our
bodies.

People need to realize that the only way one can play it safe is by either
eating the foods that build our immune system, or just simply taking a
multivitamin every day for at least two months.

Here is a good guide which describes the benefits of vitamins and minerals
that will help build a strong immune system to help fight off covid, and many
other infections diseases. Notice Vitamin A, B6, C, D, E, Iron, Magnesium,
Selenium, and Zinc all play a part in immune system function. Not just
Vitamins C, D and Zinc, as is falsely advertised. And a multivitamin offers all
of these life savering components. Make sure you read the instructions,
since some multivitamins will give you an upset stomach if you don't eat
something first, before taking it.

https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/interactivenutritionfactslabel/assets
/InteractiveNFL_Vitamins&MineralsChart_March2020.pdf
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One thing to remember is what your local vaxx rates are.

If 80% of cases are in the vaxxed and 80% of your area is vaxxed then
the vax provides literally 0 benefit to cases. 

Yes.
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In my area, 67% of those 12 and older are fully vaccinated. During
the past 5 weeks, since I started monitoring it, 16 fully vaccinated
people have died of/with covid, 36 unvaccinated have died of/with
covid. So if these figures are reliable, even though 33% are either
unvaccinated, or partially vaccinated, about 69% of the deaths are
among the unvaccinated or partially vaccinated, and only 31% are
of the fully vaccinated. So if these figures are reliable, the vaccine is
helping save lives. But, 100% of the fully vaccinated, and 100% of
the unvaccinated can still catch covid. There is no denying this.

mailll
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Now look at the overall mortality rates among the jabbed and
unjabbed, if they even give that data.  Off the charts like
everywhere else that follows said data.

 

Hipneck911
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If the shot ONLY reduces the severity of the illness and the illness only
threatens the life of older people or people who are at risk with some
sever comorbidity, why should everyone HAVE to get a shot with
obvious mild to catastrophic side effects?  

Vitamins help support a strong immune system...for all illness and from
eating the fake food shoved down the worlds throat by the same
Corporations and Governments who OWN the fake flu and its miracle
death cure.  

Jury_rggd
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The vaccine should never be mandated. Especially for those who
developed natural immunity. If people want to get vaccinated, that
should be left entirely up to them. They shouldn't mandate it for
everyone.

And let's face it, no matter how healthy we think we are, America
simply does not eat right. So we may look healthy on the outside,
but our immune system can be shot due to years of poor
maintenance, and ignorance on our part. And our doctors won't
normally tell us our immune system is shot. I don't even know if
there is a test for it. Some things, yes. But for most, either they don't
test for it, or there is no test for it. But this is just an opinion. I don't
really know how they test for a weak immune system.

If you know someone who always gets sick due to infectious
diseases, or has pneumonia all the time, give that person a
multivitamin (with iron, if necessary) for Christmas. It may be the
best gift they will ever receive in their life.

mailll
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'The vaccine does one thing, and one thing only. It helps save the life,
or reduce hospitalizations of the fully vaccinated, and that's it. '

Really?

Who told you that, then?

JMRPete
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See my comment above. And I did state "if these figures are
reliable". If I see anything that is contrary to what these figures state,
then I will call them out on it. So far, I have seen no reason to doubt
them. I will continue to believe what I see, not what I am told, or
what other people believe. After all, there are lies being told to us
everywhere we turn.

mailll
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Please provide age and comorbidity data for each of these
patients. Thanks.

Hoss N. Pfeffer
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Well, two people I know who died actually from covid, were in
their '50's. I do not know their vaccination status.

As for the rest of the information you desire, I'll get right on it.
I'll get back with you sometime next week.

mailll
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Take a look at the 'last American vagabond' today where Ryan interviews
Whitney Webb. 

It seems that Africa, where there has been no Covid at all is becoming an
embarrassment to the globalist vaccine criminals. There's even talk of
sending in US and probably UK troops to carry out mass vaccination
there. There's even talk of vaccine 'regime' change for the countries who's
leaders don't want the poison. 

deadcat2
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Clinton and Gates stood by in the 90s as Africans slaughtered each
other

4medicinalpurposesonly
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They will never find WAKANDA!  RAP, TWIRK, BASKETBALL
and....JOGGING FOREVER!!!

Jury_rggd
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They 'regime changed' that President (Tanzania, I think) who used the
fake tests to show that a mango, a chicken and God knows what else
had 'covid'. They regime changed him real good, and real permanent,
and real quick.

JMRPete
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It is war.  Act accordingly.

Archimedes bathwater
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Agreed. I wish more people could see that fact.

GoodyGumdrops
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Alec Baldwin has killed more people than the latest variant

afronaut
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The variant has yet to receive explicit kill instructions from its
Cinematographer 

4medicinalpurposesonly
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In the UK they are saying that the unvaccinated are cluttering up the
hospitals and taking up ICU beds and that's why they should take the jab of
Satan's poker. In a UK newspaper today, The Daily Mirror, a writer for this
garbage paper, a halfwit of a man (in my opinion) called Paul Routledge,
claims that 90% of the people in hospital are non vaxed people. This is is of
course, quite untrue and what you would expect of a writer who does not
appear to have done any research. In fact there are very few people in ICU
wards with COVID as the main reason they are there. indeed, its doubtful if
there are any patients in ICU with COVID who are not there for other reasons
as well. In any event, people who have been jabbed with Satan's poker just
once, are also regarded as unvaxed.  Most of the ICU beds and covid
people in general are there because they have suffered appalling vaccine
damage and have incidentally tested positive for a test not testing for any
virus, which is anyway, fraudulent.

deadcat2
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weeks ago a YT british doctor channel was describing to you people
how IVM and Paxlovid worked

you people lionized him

just yesterday he is saying get a fkin booster.

<crickets> 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzrG3Odgf28 is this video

look at the sign he has in the background...wtf do you people have to
say now?

Poet1cJust1ce
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Take your booster fatty.  Nobody here is saying that you DONT have
a right to do so, we just do not want it forced on us.

Hipneck911
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There is no pandemic, dummy.

Indelible Scars
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Needs a testicle implant. 

1CSR2SQN
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On the first day of COVIDmas, my doctor gave to me...

A shot of the Pfizer vaccine.

MaF
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This time next year:

The Twelve Shots of Covid

Eyeroller
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On the first day of Christmas my doctor said to me you need a shot
of the Covid vaccine 

on the second day of Christmas my doctor said to me you need a
second shot and A shot of the Covid vaccine 

on the third day of Christmas my doctor said to me You need a
mask and a second shot and a shot of the Covid vaccine 

on the fourth day of Christmas my doctor said to me You need a
booster shot, a mask a second shot and a shot of the Covid
vaccine 

on the fifth day of Christmas my doctor said to me you need a nasal
swab, a booster shot, a mask, a second shot and Dose of the Covid
vaccine 

on the sixth day of Christmas I started reading Zerohedge and
stopped listening to my doctor 

 

phillyla
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The lockdowns, masks, "tests", social distancing, and Covid injections were
never about public health and safety. This is the ruse they're using to cover
up the financial collapse they created, and to implement their sinister reset
agenda.

GoodyGumdrops
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I’m literally at home now with this sh@t. 59 and Healthy, considered Obese
by standards but am a weightlifter so no one would look at me this way.
Been ill for 3 days now and it sucks, like the flu times 4 but thankfully no
major breathing issues. Feel like I have the flu now so think I’m past the
worst of it.
But, glad to have had it now instead of later. Looking forward to those sweet
antibodies ;)

spieslikeus
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Of course, it could be just the Flu....

What ever happened to the 45,000 deaths per year from it?  POOF!  
Covid-19 cured  the FLU!

Ision
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I totally agree to a certain point. Covid is here, I’ve no doubt about it
but do also believe we’ve been lied to on many occasions and for
many reasons. The ‘normal’ flu has disappeared by jiggering the
numbers, of that I’m 100% certain.

spieslikeus
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Last week when one Omicron patient died in UK, there were around
3000 deaths with the word flu on the death certificate, and 300 ,flu
was the direct and sole cause if death.

seryanhoj
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did you get a positive test?

one of my jiu jitsu students' brother in law, an MMA fighter, in shape,
about 50, caught it last year and ended up vented.  lucky to be alive,
cardio and lungs still shot compared to where he was

not a simple flu...maybe for most it was....but the people i know say it
was a lot worse or a lot longer in duration

i saw 23 yos put down for a couple weeks with nonstop sickness from
it...never saw a flu do that.

get a pulse oximeter is my advice...make sure you're not going hypoxic

Poet1cJust1ce
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Yes. Tested at home and at the clinic. I suppose they could be lying
and ‘it’s just the flu Bro’ but this isn’t like any flu I’ve had before. And
fwiw, I’ve had both jabs but do know there’s f@ckery afoot with the
numbers and narrative; it still doesn’t take away from the fact that
something here is bad for us Plebes. Notice how no major
Politicians have died? Strange, eh?

spieslikeus
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I know a 24 year old and a 32 year old killed by the double dose of
whatever the hell garbage is in the shot. 

afronaut
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Not gonna argue that either. I’ve no clue what’s happening and
did what I thought best. Problem is, other that a select few, none
of us really know....and never have. We’ve been lied to for
generations and this is just one more, only bigger.

spieslikeus
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"People who are vaccinated have a lower risk of severe disease, but
are still a relevant part of the pandemic." , however mRNA vaccinated are
at much higher risk of dying from all causes.

 

FIFY

 

CrabbyR
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When did Lancet decide to step out for a hot second from its BolsheviK
"SCIENCE??"

Boomhauer
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It was a letter to the Lancet. The editorial position of the board
probably hasn't changed one bit from what its Chinese overseers
direct.

Qoheleth
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Ty.

Boomhauer
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Their wasted and misdirected efforts not only didn't slow it down, but
facilitated it according to their own propaganda.  How oMnicronic is that?

Crush the cube
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Has Covid 19 ever been proven to actually exist?   No, it has not.   So, how
can its supposed "variants" exist?   They cannot.   No true science has ever
been applied to this fake Covid virus.   The so-called "experts", most of
which are "scientists" in name only, just nod their heads at each other in
agreement and say-- "oh, these Covid viruses surely exist because we say
so, and we must take what we say very seriously."    "Science" by
consensus is not science. 

WhatWhat
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Do you really need a study to see that more people died in 2021 that 2020,
despite the majority of them being vaxxed, and many of the rest having
natural immunity? It shouldn’t have gone up at all, even if there was no vax.
If anything, it made it worse.

Maltheus
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And it's about to worser still.....who knew?

Chevrus
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I knew way in advance, because I read David Icke and watch his
videos.   He knew way in advance of everyone else, and has been
screaming about it seemingly forever.   Everyone should listen to this
guy, he's a modern day prophet.  

WhatWhat
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Wallensky is one chapped puss

pc_babe
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why does my "spideysense" say that ADE is starting to appear? in the
vaxxed

Amicus Curiae
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Perhaps its your deep intuition combined with the fact that we were
warned about it BEFORE the first Vaxx hit the streets, very specifically
and based on prior science....??

Chevrus
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It's a numbers game at this point, more people are vaccinated than
unvaccinated. Plus the clot shots are ineffective and dangerous

MinistryofTruth
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There are NOT more vaxxed than unvaxxed. But you are correct, clot
shots are nothing but evil!

OutWithLibs
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judging not only by official statistics, but also by one`s own personal
contacts, anyone can tell that, indeed, there are most definitely way
more "vaccinated" than "unvaccinated" persons in europe and/or
the united states at this point.

sticking one`s head in the sand vis-à-vis the facts isn`t going to help
anyone, least of all those of us who are "unvaccinated".

donkey_shot
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I think on the global level unjected are very likely the majority, but
of course here in the West we think of our comparatively tiny
population as being somehow worth more. I do agree with you
though: there DO seem to be more vaxxed people in my ever
shrinking immediate circles. 

Its worth noting that the double-vaxxed appear to be questioning
the mobile goal post narrative and are being forced to ask
themselves: which booster will be your last...?

Chevrus
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Phuk them and their casedemic. Worried about a virus that presents itself as
a cold at worst then wanting to vax against it. Clown world.

valjoux7750
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with all due respect, I had it and it`s definitely not "a cold at worst".

donkey_shot
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It's worse than regular cold, but it's not the plague either as they
make it seem

10044_
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Was referring to omnicron. My son had the delta and nobody else in
the house caught it, and no attempt was made to isolate him either. 

valjoux7750
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That "cold" put me in the ICU for two weeks.  I'm still on oxygen
assistance 4 weeks and I wasn't in the high risk group.  

Voice_of_Doom
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What is your age and do you have other health problems?

I had it, I am healthy, I am 60, I had a fever for three days, no energy,
and it felt like I had a bag of rocks on my chest. I drank lots of hot
tea and Juice and had plenty of soup, nothing else, No vitamins no
medicine of any kind. After I had the  antibody test which came out
positive, I had Covid.

For me the Vac is more dangerous.

MaxG2
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Ditto here…except mine was 10:days. Still no taste/smell 100%
but I’m 75 and had HepC at one point years ago.

ljag
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I had it. It was the mildest cold of my life. 

TheMysteriousOne
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What treatments did you have in the ICU?

 

Chevrus
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Steroids and blood thinners.  That's all they in their arsenal.  6ft,
180 pounds, non smoker, no underlying health problems.  Been
home since Thanksgiving now running 2 liters of O2 a minute but
can take the tube off occasionally when I'm sitting.   Better but
looks like a long road back.  

Voice_of_Doom
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Pandemic of parasites.

Which, oddly enough, is cured by (genuinely) safe and effective, and
(scandalously) cheap anti-parasitic drugs. Which are accordingly
suppressed.

JMRPete
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When I read “pandemic of parasites” I immediately thought of Fauci et
al as being the parasites.

57-71
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'Liar! Liar! Pants on Fire!'

Why is Hooked nosed >>>'stereotype' lying SOB's are in charge of go*m 
health

almost
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 We've known this for a very long time...finally we have someone talking
about it.

They can take their 'pandemic of the unvaxed' and stick it up their ass.

glenlloyd

... providing clear evidence of the increasing relevance of the fully
vaccinated as a possible source of transmission.
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I don't worry about the fully vaxxed infecting me.  I'm immune.

I'm just hanging out with them until they die, trying to be a nice guy.

fackbankz
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Me 2, but they are getting on my nerves with their incessant cries for
me to join their club. Fukkem!

Bollockinell
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Yeah I vassilate between these two options.....

"Your choice not to get vaxxed effects us all..." is getting old.

Me: "You made a choice, and you will have to live with it for the
remainder of your life."

Chevrus
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My prediction is that the waxcinated will get much more infected than
the unwaxcinaated and thus will also end up more in the hospitals as
the unwaxcinated.

So why is that?

We now know that the virus is able to infect and replicate in CD4+ T cells
and since the body of the waxcinated are constantly producing these CD4+
T cells when the virus enters the body it will find plenty of CD4+ T cells to
infect and replicate itself in. Unwaxcinated don't have that problem since
the natural immune system nicely regulates these CD4+ T cells and only
produces them when they are needed. Soon this pandemic will become the
pandemic of the waxcinated which is exactly the opposite of the
propaganda as usual. Nothing new here.

Fauci said in 1984 NIH aids lecture, that if he wanted to cause maximum
damage to the immune system, as an immunologist he'd pick the CD4 T
cell.

Youri Carma
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Indeed from thailandmedical news:

The team was able to detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA in primary CD4+ T cells but
not CD8+ T cells.

The team also detected different SARS-CoV-2 RNAs in infected CD4+ T
cells. Notably, the viral RNA level increases with time and they identified the
presence of the negative strand (antisense) of SARS-CoV-2 in the infected
cell, demonstrating that the virus is able to assemble viral factories **and
replicate in T helper cells**.

Plaque assay also revealed that SARS-CoV-2-infected CD4+ T cells
produce infectious viral particles.

COVID-19 Study Reveals That SARS-CoV-2 Uses CD4 Cells To Infect T-
helper Lymphocytes. COVID-19 A Potent Version Of Airborne HIV?
Sep 30, 2020
https://www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-news-covid-19-study-
reveals-that-sars-cov-2-uses-cd4-cells-to-infect-t-helper-lymphocytes--
covid-19-a-potent-version-of-airborne-hiv

SARS-CoV-2 Uses CD4 to Infect T Helper Lymphocytes
Sep 28, 2020
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.09.25.20200329v1

SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein co-opts VEGF-A/Neuropilin-1 receptor signaling
to induce analgesia
Sep 14, 2020.
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.17.209288v3

"Once inside T helper cells, SARS-CoV-2 assembles viral factories, impairs
cell function and may cause cell death." Similar to HIV and CD4 cells.
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That's a very very dark prognosis...especially that last sentence...are
you sure they just won't blame that on the unvaxed?

glenlloyd
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Sure.  Blame me because you're gonna be dead.  All I have to do is
wait you out.  You have to pray for a miracle that won't come
because God has no use for you now that you're a genetically
modified freak.

Pray for the vaxxed, not that it will do any good.

fackbankz
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I used to be a really nice, caring guy, but today I am officially
subscribing as a member of your union. I'm fed up with their
constant BS and their inability to add 2+2 together!

Bollockinell
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I used to be a really nice, caring guy....

but then i learnt this is No World for Pu$$$ies

NuYawkFrankie
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God has no use for us as there is no Christian god

tooktheredpill
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When you die, you better be right.

Onekama Man
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frankly, I don`t care what religion god has.

donkey_shot
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Wonder which pill you really took boyo....

Chevrus
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I'm right there with you. The fuggin Karen Army has yet to be
turned so now all they do is give me pain. Fugg'em. Dont want
me at X-mas? Fhaaaaa-Q. Caint have me for dinner? Fhaaaa-Q.
Now you need a booster for the booster and then another
booster because you basically have slow acting AIDS? Fhaaaaa-
Q.

Ok I said it. 

Chevrus
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Sry, can't take you seriously after the unwaxinated Elmer.

tooktheredpill
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forget the prediction - vaxes have been happening for almost a year
and the opposite is the case

tooktheredpill
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Well at least we have a new troll to kick around.....

A glutton for downvotes as well!

Heave-Ho!!

Chevrus
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So, what I get to is Laura Petrie good, Millie Helper bad.

Biff M
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"We" don't know any more than they tell us. 

Yamaoka Tesshu
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FJB & Fauci & Walensky

lp2565
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#1747 Joe Rogan - Dr. Peter McCullough

Breaks down the entire plot from the beginning to date.

calculator
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Solid Gold, and boy does this one have legs!

Chevrus
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Gain of Function Government.  

Freespeaker
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Hey 10% Solution Brandon!

f.o. Brandon 

🚫

Boomhauer
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***Tranny ALERT***

Look at the SIZE of the hand- not to mention the nose! -  that monstrosity
has!!!

NuYawkFrankie
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I'm tired of paying serial arsonists money for gas. Stop telling me what to
do. Put out your own damn fire.

Drop out
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14 days to flatten the curve.

The_Baron
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It's been a mostly peaceful pandemic.

David Q Little
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Most underrated comment thus far on this board.

Well done sir...

Insufficient Funds
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ribosomes =  rib of the soma, rib of the body

Ribosomes do not exist (neither does ER, it's artifact), Harold Hillman, the
scientist who proved this had his career ruined for finding the truth about the
cell. Gilbert Ling agreed and proved similar and much more regarding cell
biology. Ling was ignored.

Science/biology/'medicine' have been corrupted for a few hundred years
and very few know it, very few know that the same evil that created the
banks/gov/system we live in was planned by evil men, of course you've
heard of Cockefeller/Rarnegie and red shields, but normies just think they
were captains of industry.

They've inverted everything and most have no clue about the world they live
in. Germ theory is and was a fraud, as well as Pasteur the fraud like Fauci
the fraud. 'Viruses' are a fabrication used to instill fear and turn off brains so
you can be sold bllshtt and have lowered health. Nature cures and there is
no lie in Nature. Bacteria are scavengers and can not cause dis-ease, they
are only equipped to break down and ferment dead/necrotic tissue. Their
ferments and excreta are toxic, but these issues are extremely rare or we'd
hear about it hourly (so they can sell you the cure!). Germ comes from
germination or germinal cell, like ova and sperm, it means new life. They've
inverted most things and your doctor is brainwashed and in a cult, not
knowing any of this even though there are hundreds of books proving germs
do not cause dis-ease and va666ines are poisons (of course, there are no
'viruses' except in the imagination).

There is no pathogenic 'virus' (antibodies are also a fairytale. If the hospital
says you are positive for 'antibodies' and have cv19, just go down to the
'virology' section and they'll say you have antibodies? you are immune! lol.
hmmm, what does antibody mean? hmmm, against the body). You can
understand this by their publications or using critical thinking. Critically think
about how the homeless are immune or if you work at the grocer seeing
thousands of people over the past 20 months you can be immune!

Anyway, do some research and discern. The spirit of science is to question
until it is proven, not agree by consensus.

For those curious, natural/herd immunity is a lie, there are no such things as
'viruses' as described, asymptomatic is a joke and people get ill or in dis-
ease from other things. Think hard about being told with no evidence that
there are genetic sequences floating around everywhere that are highly
contagious which can infect you and cause the sniffles etc. They can't
explain how 'viruses' work to enter a cell and they can't explain the
pathology...bc it's a huge lie. Also, you can look around and see nothing
different than any other year regarding illness or mortality.

Dr Vollmer explains a lot here:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lYaQuqriUeDa/

Dr Lanka explains the 'virus' misconception here:

The Virus Misconception – Dr. Stefan Lanka

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf

Dr Kaufman explains it here: https://andrewkaufmanmd.com/sovi/

and here:http://www.opensourcetruth.com/dr-andrew-kaufman-the-delta-
variant-hoax-exposed/

"The Misinterpretation of the Antibodies" with Dr Stefan Lanka
https://truthseeker.se/stefan-
lanka...xdzcP579mrDrY192tlFEZFTvAyfOX7zfWffxbvQZVk9VI
PDF - (same doc) Translated and edited by Northern Tracey and John Blaid

Drs Cowan, Kaufman,
Lanka: https://www.bitchute.com/video/9b6Xlww2lumd/

The truth about ALL germs and the history of germ theory. Viruses aren't the
only mythical unicorns out there.    
https://www.bitchute.com/video/dg1D18lNImyS/

Church of Viratology : https://www.bitchute.com/video/YKktYdEGBRnP/

Corona debunked, Gates identifies as a doctor: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/LGrc8KDrYCcK/

Dr Cowan:  https://www.bitchute.com/channel/CivTSuEjw6Qp/

Dr Kaufman: https://www.bitchute.com/channel/1cY3CGBlMOZS/

Do not trust Naomi:  https://www.bitchute.com/video/05OsGCekumz9/
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What Is Life Answered in terms of properties and activities of
microscopic assemblies of molecules, atoms, ions and electrons
called Nano-protoplasm – Gilbert Ling

Published by Pacific Press, Inc. 2013

In Search of the Physical Basis of Life – Gilbert Ling

The living cell is the basic unit of life. Toward understanding of the
living phenomenon in general and toward the erection of a solid
foundation for future biomedical research it is vital to know "What are
the fundamental distinctions between a living cell and a dead one?·'

Plenum Press, New York and London. 1984.

A Revolution in the Physiology of the Living Cell – Gilbert Ling

A new theory of the living cell, the association-induction hypothesis,
has been proposed. This book examines this revolution in cell
physiology which has successfully withstood 25 years of world-wide
testing. It has already generated magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Krieger Publishing Company. 1992

Life at the Cell and Below-Cell Level: The Hidden History of a
Fundamental Revolution in Biology – Gilbert Ling

Published by Pacific Press, Inc. 2001

 

The Case for New Paradigms in Cell Biology and in Neurobiology Nov
1, 1991

by Harold Hillman

The Cellular Structure of the Mammalian Nervous System: A re-
examination, and some consequences for neurobiology Feb 12, 2012

by H. Hillman

Certainty and uncertainty in biochemical techniques Jan 1, 1972

by Harold Hillman

Atlas of the Cellular Structure of the Human Nervous System Feb 11,
1991

by H. Hillman, D. Jarman

The Living Cell: A Re-Examination of Its Fine Structure Dec 31, 1980

by Harold Hillman

Two studies from 1919 showing flu is not contagious:

https://zenodo.org/record/1505669#.X8_YINhKiUl

https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401

There is no/are no ‘viruses’: https://andrewkaufmanmd.com/sovi/

Books to evaluate:

The Contagion Myth

https://theinfectiousmyth.com/book/CoronavirusPanic.pdf

”The Invisible Rainbow”

”Goodbye Germ Theory’

”Bechamp or Pasteur?”

“The Curse of Louis Pasteur“

Toxemia Explained JH Tilden, 1921

The Chemistry of Human Life, GW Carey, 1919

”Virus Mania”
“Inventing the AIDS Virus”: https://www.amazon.com/Inventing-the-
AIDS-Virus/dp/B00DBAXVMU/ref=sr_1_1?
dchild=1&keywords=duesberg&qid=1623430080&sr=8-1

’What Really Makes You Ill’
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This is what happens when someone gets a link from someone and
they don't understand what they've received.

Totally_Disillusioned
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I realize most people are unable to break the
spells/conditioning/brainwashing. Are you one?

 

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/why-you-can-039-t-catch-a-
virus_yaIkEBSS5wFSpw3.html

The Dream & Lie of Louis Pasteur
by R. B. Pearson (originally Pasteur, Plagiarist, Imposter 1942)

[1940's book] The Dream & Lie of Louis Pasteur by R. B. Pearson

Eleanor McBean (1957) 'The Poisoned Needle' (PDF)
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/542b75dd-6da5-4a25-aef0-
a2c975d37754/downloads/THE%20POISONED%20NEEDLE.pdf

[c1940 book] Vaccines and Serum Evils by Herbert Shelton

[1920 USA] HORRORS OF VACCINATION EXPOSED AND
ILLUSTRATED BY CHAS. M. HIGGINS

[1923] THE FRAUD OF VACCINATION by Dr Hadwen MD

Toxemia Explained JH Tilden, 1921

The Chemistry of Human Life, GW Carey, 1919
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He's a shill. Pushing germ theory and all the ''studies''.

toejam

Studies have shown
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If Ribosomes don't exist, can you help the rest of us understand where
proteins come from, and what the relationship between DNA, mRNA,
and protein is?

I can see that there are some up votes in your comment here, but the
bastardization of 'science' by people who are advancing their own
agendas does not require those of us who can think critically to throw
out the scientific method.

Ribosomes are real. This molecular protein factory is an amazing
multimer of specific proteins and rRNAs that translates an mRNA into a
chain of amino acids (using tRNAs,) & this AA chain subsequently folds
into a protein. Sometimes that protein gets further modified with
sugars, lipids, phosphate groups, etc. The body is a delicate, intricately
orchestrated machine (to vastly oversimplify things.)

Dantzler
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Covid gene therapy experimental drugs leverage this ribosomal
pathway to cause a patient's body to produce spike protein in any cell
that gets transfected with the vaccine lipoparticles. Sometimes
epithelial cells in arteries and blood vessels (or capillaries) get
transfected, and the immune system then attacks these cells. These
damaged cells and resulting debris lead to a localized inflammatory
response that can involve the clotting cascade. One mechanism of
many that could lead to adverse reaction.

Ribosomes are real. Viruses are real. Antibodies are real. Antibody
dependent cell killing is real, as are T cells that slay cells displaying a
foreign protein on their surface via HLA. Early innate immune response
is the best way to deal with sars cov 2 virus. A healthy body promotes
this - I think we can agree on that.

What happens when a person takes a jab is complex and not fully
understood. Furthermore, there is solid evidence that the 'vaccine' lots
are not uniform, otherwise a plot of adverse reactions per lot, ordered
by time would appear random. But it doesn't appear random. I mostly
reproduced Craig Paardekooper's analysis by downloading the VAERS
database raw data files and writing an R script to make a similar graph.
Assuming the batch sizes don't vary by orders of magnitude, it does
appear that Pfizer is doing dose escalation studies on the general
public without informed consent. Informed consent is important.

We should absolutely seek true transparency, more data, and less
censorship of people trying to propose alternate hypotheses -
especially those who may contradict 'the science'. But only in actual
data should we trust - and nothing else! Data should be freely
available, otherwise motives are highly suspect.

Also, for anyone curious about vitamin D, I recommend to search for
ninja nerds medicine, and watch their video on it. Vit D level can fork
your bodies T-cell response either towards TH1 or TH2, with dramatic
implications for outcome. Covid is nasty, but how your immune system
responds to it is equally important.

I deliberately left out links to weed out the lazy. Darwin is for real, folks.

Peace.
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The Harold Hillman and Gilbert Ling publications have the evidence
and showed that ribosomes, ER and more are artifacts.

I listed them above.

Great questions, mostly answered in their books.
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Another athlete goes down:

Vaccinated BYU Starting Center — I will miss the rest of season due to
‘heart damage’… – CITIZEN FREE PRESS

InsaneSanity
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COVID vaccines - the #1 cause of coincidences

EmperorPrettyBoy
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Vaccinated BYU Starting Center — I will miss the rest of season due to
‘heart damage’…

 

If only there were something they all had in common

Vaccinated BYU Starting Center — I will miss the rest of season due to
‘heart damage’… – CITIZEN FREE PRESS
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Gee, sounds like his soccer mates.

Totally_Disillusioned
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Someone was wondering yesterday why US NFL athletes didn't
seem to be dropping like EU soccer players.

TheLastTrump
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There are three known variations of the vaxx.  Some believe the
low dose/no dose version was for those vaxxd to publicly claim
"hey no problem with the vaxx".  also certain groups could be
strategically vaxxd with the low dose/no dose - like the policians
and their staff.  So why not the NFL to counter the soccer players
dropping like flies aroudn the world.

Totally_Disillusioned
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Sterile saline to cover up the clot shot for others.

Last Man Standing
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Their doctors are squirting it into the trash and saying they
vaxxed them. 

Meatier Shower
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A frightening new potential explanation for vaccine-driven
myocarditis and other problems

 

spike protein antibody levels are MUCH higher following
vaccination than infection. Thus the downstream response to
vaccination may be more severe.

Ab2 antibodies may continue to damage our bodies long after we
have cleared either Sars-Cov-2 itself or the spike proteins that the
vaccines cause our cells to make.

 

Are the high levels of vaccine-generated spike protein antibodies
producing an equally robust response from Ab2 antibodies and
causing a dangerous autoimmune cascade that can affect the
heart and possibly other organs? vaccine-

 

generated antibodies wane far more quickly, dropping up to 40
percent a month compared to 5 percent a month for naturally
generated antibodies.

A frightening new potential explanation for vaccine-driven myocarditis
and other problems (substack.com)
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Studies have shown the clotting resultin from the damage to
epithelium cells in arteries and heart are what causes the
myocarditic/pericarditis - inflamation to interior/exterior heart muscle
to the point of fatigue/failure.

Totally_Disillusioned
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It’s worth repeating . . .

THE LANCET HAS 100% ZERO CREDIBILITY

LEEPERMAX
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About level with FAUCI?

JOHNLGALT.
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I don't know about Zero credibility but the CDC lady sure has Zero
credibility - and it was her people who went thru a major holycaust.

headless blogger
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holyhoax

PeterLong
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